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Editor's Corner
defense to find out the state's case and the judge made an errur in the defenthe defendant can prepate for trial by dant's favor.
'Wlo~ing his lies:'
the prosecutor
Fernandez also said one reason the
said..
legal system is in its pmsent condition is
Even if a degndant goes co trialandis that defense lawyers base more infhxnce
convicted, though, he can be put on pro- than prosgcutors with the state legislabation which often is terminated e d y , ture. Most legjslators have practiced
law, he pointed out, and the Texas CtimFemandez said.
Or the defendant can appeal the con- inal Dcfehse Lawyers Association, a
siction, the prosecutor pointed out, lobbying organization, has a '%eautlful
and Pernandez said. he thought convie- little mansion" right across from the state
tions are overturned in about 10 percent capitol building, This lobby group enter
of such cases. In fact, one of every & r e tains legislators, he said.
capital murder convictions are overMarch 26,1981
turned for technicalities "that would in- Mr. b y Green
furlate any lawman," he said.
Editor/Publisher
Clif Holrnes
the prosecu- ~b~
~
h
~
At this point in his t&
.- i
tor told thd Kiwanians, "If it soundslike G h e r , TX 75664
Since the issues are current, I thought it's been an uphill battle (to get a convic- Dear Ray:
I'd aimply place in this column, this tioa), I assure you it has."
Although I'm not a subscriber to your
month, the following newspaper article
Even if a defendant goes to prison in weekly tabloid, I do have the opportunity,
and my iesponse thereto. Hopefully I Texu, he still has ways to get outlegally from time to time, to peruse its pages on
answered adequately.
before b sentence is over, Fernandez my *ts
+
.
to relatives in Diana. On one
pointed out. The state Departmen* of such recent visit, I was amused to read
Assistant
Describes
Corrections has 20 lawyers, one of the an account of a speech made by Mr.
Loopholes
best law libraries in the state, and a Mark Fernandez, an assistant Upshur
"jailhouse
lawyer in every cell block'*County District Attorney. I use
Upshur County Asst. Dist. Atty. Mar%
Pernandez showed the Gilmer Eiwanis all for the prisoners' use, he nosed. The "amused" advisedlv.
,, since "alarmed"
Ciub on Thursday how law and judicial inmates &f writs, trying to get out of w d d s u i t j u s t as well.
Mr. F m m d e z has seemed to confuse
process allow ctiminals to escape punish- orison bv claimine such thins as th&
pmsecutorial
zeal with nonsensical rhetment and recommended steps be taken L&tm.&t was t&y
ot that they had
to increase the chance of cdminal convic- ineffective assistance from counsel, ~ e r - odc. First of all, it seems simple enough
to me to explain to anyom, even a
tions.
nandez said.
Prisoners usually serve only a fourth "victim of violent csime," why a deFernandez showed how virtually every
step of thejudicialprocers can be used $0 of their sentence, he pointed out, before f e n h t "can get out on bond" -the
being paroUpd. Ean inmate who re- Constitution demands it, and any dalized
&e uimih3s advantage, pointing out
"'hwr hard it is sometimes to accomplish wives a life sentence will probably get society provides for a system of juske
based on the premise that one is innocent
things
.because (of) the way the law out in 10 or 12 years, Fernandez said.
And what do& dl this mean? That until proud guilty. he-uialincarceration
is."...
But even if the case isn't dropped, "crime DOES pay:' the prosecutor said, is simply punishment prior to verdia ,.
some defendants can't be found. And in due to the present system. A criminal isn't that wbat our Founding Fathers
d
cases where the offender is arrested, it% may have to spend a few y-3 in prison, wanted to prevent? hank ~ o drafters
hard to explain m a victim of violent but in other years he can make hundreds of Mr. Fdandez's particular ilk were noti
crime why, in almost all cases, the at- of thousands of dollars tax free, Fernan- presens in numbers when our personal
tacker a n get out on bond, Femandez d a claimed.
libertiw were framed.
"Typical," according to Webster, eon:
To correct wbat he thinks are the
$aid.
in judi& and legal pmcedtrres, notes an occurrence ils a matter of
He pointed out that both the U.S.
and Texas constitutions guarantee the Fernandez snggesred three steps: (t) le- c~vse-sdmething that ordiwrily can be
right to bond and that the distriet attor- &mg
wiretaps and electronic sue- *-"tad
to happen and does happen.
ney's oflice cannot prevent defendants veillanoe t o aid in catching dmg la@ via- Mr. Feroandez's allegation that a d e b (2) legalize o d cenf*ssions d ~ awaiting
t
trial typic& intimi&tes
&om having it except in rare cases.
4 ktors;
While the defendant awaits trial, he (confessious in Texas muse now &-oat
or bribes one or more witnesses is so
"typically intimidates or bribes one or alwayg be signed by the prisomr-ewd if aieh B.S.1 I've practiced aiminal law
13 years. I've made hundreds
more witnesses," or he might jump bail, you talk "to polite hours and &on%
about how you've com%n&d dwem of bwds for citizens charged with a pletho
Fernandm continued.
The defendant also can utilize another murders," a signature isc~dd,
Pof crtniSaI offenses. I've attended c
step in the c r i m i d process by a s h g dez indiGacedj; (3)gi-&hestate the right d docket calls all o m this state, snd
s
thb defendant h a weekly basis. My experience is
for atl " e x d n i n g W in JP cowt, to appeal c ~ e ekere
b s than one-tenth of one percen
Fernandez pointed out. This atlows the found innocant-@ &B skatfi &ka

..

...

DA

..

.

these citizens "jump hail." That all of
them intimidate or bribe witnesses is
simply unfounded. This allegation, coupled with the foolish comment about
examining trials providing a method for
&: defendant to "tailor his lies" appears
to he more indictment of lawyers who
defend persons accused of crime than of
defendants themselves. Simply put, Mr.
Fernandez is accusing defense attorneys
of fostering crime (tampering with
witnesses and bribery) and of suborning
perjury. There is an old adage, "If the
shoe fits, wear it?-I've tried it on and it
doesn't fit. Mr. Fernandez might ought to
try buildings different size.
The other uninformed statement attribated to Mr. Fernandez which ruffles my
feathers concerns the Texas Criminal
Defense Lawyers Association. Allegation
The Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers
Association is a 'lobbying" organization.
Fact: Less than 5 percent of the TCDLA
budget is spent on '10hb~ing.'~The rest
is spent on efforts to improve the abilities

of lawyers representing criminal defendants. AUegafion: TCDLA has 'a heautiful little mansion across the street from
the state capitol." Fact: TCDLA occupies
rented space (a small two-office suite)
in the Stokes Building at 11th and Gnadalupe P blocks &om the Capitol).
Mr. Fernandez, understandably, advances the prosecutorial point of view:
hut when he does so he should be careful
to get his facts straight. He is a public
official charged with a puhlic trust. Hz
has a statutory duty and responsibility,
well-defined in the law. He has sworn to
upbold the Constitutions of Texas and
the United States, including the right to
bail, due process (examining trials, pretrial hearings, etc.), and the right to effective assistance of counsel.
The Texas Code of Criminal Proced u e , Article 2.01, sets forth Mr. Fernandez's primary duty: "It shall be the
primary duty of all prasecutingattorneys,
including any special prosecutors, not to
con&t, but to see that justice is done?'

Doesn't justice require reasonable bail,
examiniug trials, freedom from undue
and unwarranted intrnsion into one's
home and other areas of privacy, freedom
from coerced confessions, and the right
to aial by a jury of one's peers? Mr.
Fernandez seems to think not.
Much more, it seems, could be gained
from a serious professional approach to
prosecutorial duties than &om a rhetorical diatribe (based on uneducated
assumption, at best) about intimidation,
bTihery, suborned perjury, and legislative
influence. (My God, has Mr. Fernandez
ever heard of the Texas Law Enforcement
Association, the Texas County and District Attorneys' Association, Bill dements, Ross Pemt, or Henry Wade?)
Perhaps yon can see your way clear
to provide your readers this other point
of view.
Best regards to Sarah.
Sincerely,
ClXton L. "Scrappy" Holmes
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Houston
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Doug Tinker,
Joseph Connors

League City
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Robert Coltzer
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Charles M, McDonald

Dallas
WILLIAM HAROLD SARGEANT
Sally Young
JAMES A. MATTOX

I
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JERRY SPENCER DAVIS
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Jim Bobo
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Continued on page 8

Letters to the Editor
type material that is appropriate for
publication or reference in the VOICE
Minister
hut it certainly appears to me that if
An arrick by Pat Graves, reprinted fiom
we haw this type of response around
the State, we need to make our members
He quoted several verses in Exodus, aware of the fact that at least some memwry 14,1982.
The minister who presided at the Oc- Numbers and Deuteronomy which can bers of the Church of Christ are potober fimeral of DPS Trooper Jerry Don for the erecution of murderers, and tentially very dangerous jury panel memDavis has called the trial of his convicted claimed Jesus' teachings were 4r harmony bers.
Yours very truly,
kiuer, Billy Wayne Alexander, a travesty with those Old Testament mandates.
'yesus said we are to turn the other TRAVIS D. SHELTON & ASSOCIATE$
on society that will invite more crime.
c
m
Dennis W. M
He blamed the court and Alexander's cheek and love our enemies personally,
court-appointed attorney, Floyd Holder, but allow the cid government t o execute
whom he accused of trying to get around God's judgment," Stevens said,
~ u b h o c k~valanche-journal
He referred to P3das teaching that 710 Avenue "J"
the law and thwart justice.
"Holder is a member of the Church of the government is God's minister t o en- Lubbock, TX 79401
Christ and he's just as guilty as Billy Sorce righteousness and rake out God's Re: "Outcome of Alexander Trial OfWayne," Stevens charged, adding that a wrath on eddoers.
fends Miuister" Article Saturday
"I don't mean we don't bave forgiveMorning Edition, February 14,1981
lawyer is t o d y responsible for how a
ness," Stevens went on. "Biiy Wayne Gentlemen:
trial is conducted.
I have just finished rereading the
According to Stevens, who was present talked to a Trinity Church minister about
in Abilene for jury selectinn, Holder being born again, then tried to smuggle above referenced article and am stin appalled at the suggestions set forth by Mr.
told him h~ would accept the first twelve a gun in.
"The evidence I've seen shows he Grover Stevens. His commentary that the
jutoxs who were members of the Church
of Christ. Stevens replied, "Not from hasn't repented of anything. Even if he Billy Wayne Alexander trial was "a
Caprock Church of Christ. They know were executed, he could still be forgiven travesty on society" when taken with
by God, but you can't truly repent until the statement that the Defendant's atthe truth."
torney was just as guilty as the Defendant
Stevens said Holder had no comment. you make restitution."
Stevens disagreed with surveys indi- leads to the inescapable conclusion that
To support hi contention that Holder
and Alexander were attempting to dr- cating the death pcualty is not a deter- Mr. Stevens would have us abolish our
cumvent the law, Stevens said Davis' rent to serious c k e , saying no one system of justice as we know it. His commother told him that, when the life sen- dreads a law that will never be enforced. mentary, although it takes up but a few
"The law becomes meaningless if short columns in the newspaper would,
tence was announced, she overheard some
if followed, effectively eradicate all of
of Alexander's friends remark, "We there's no penalty," he said.
Mr. Brown enchsed the Lubbock our rights under the Fifth, sixth, Eighth
won ."
"I bave nothing personal against Avalanche-joumnl article regarding the and ~oruteenth Amendments to the
Alexander trial.
United States Constitution and the
Alexander. I'm not out for his blood,"
corresponding provisions in the Texas
Stevens explained. "But our whole Deaf Clif:
Constitution. No longer wwld we have
The
enclosed
article
fmm
the
Febsociety's going down the drain because
ruary 24, 1981, evening edition of the the right to an attorney, no longer would
we're not punishing the criminaLn
Stating his position k based on what Abilene Reporter News speaks for itself. we have the right to a ttial by jury, no
1 thought the readers might be in- longer would we have the right to the
~ o says
d in the Bible, not on his prefterested
in seeing tbe kind of cxap that presumption of innocence. We would in
detail
in
a
erence, Stevens outlined in
Wednesday interview his philosophy on surfaces &om the law and order forces all things, effectively return our judicial
when a capital murder defendant "gets system to one of vigilante justice.
capital punishment.
The statement that the Defendant's
He basically reiterated his previous off' with a life sentence.
Very truly yours, attorney is just as guilty as the ~ e f e n comments that God demands death for
Stan Brown dant certainly is interesting, espeddy
capital crimes, especially murder, and
"Sony, Charlie," but %up'" in view of the lack of admission by the
that man does not have the right to spare
is better than some other four-letter miaister that a minsiter is as responsible
a murderer's life.
for the sins of his parishioners as are
'
Although he cited numerous pas- ' words.
Ed the ~arishioners.Clearly, to state that the
sages &om the writings of Paul and
lawyer is as g d t y as the defendant or
Moses, Stevens said the death penalty is a Dear Clif:
I have enclosed with this letter a copy the minister is guilty of the sins of his
universal law established by God in the
of
a newspaper article which appeared parishioners is preposterous.
book of Geuesis, Paraphrasing Gen. 9 6 ,
Any attorney who has been engaged
he said if a person sheds blood, his blood in the ~ u b b o c kAvahche-~oumnl,along
with my reply as President of the ~ u b l in the practice of criminal law has, from
must be shed.
Arguments based on the command- bock criminal Defense Lawyers Associa- time to time, been confronted with a
ment, 'Thou shat not kill," to refute tion. I don't know whether this is the ease that was very unpopukr within the

Outcome of Alexander

%id Offends

'
I

capital punishment are either gross misunderstanding or the worst hypocrisy,
Stevens charged. He said the Hebrew
word aansIated %ill"aculallv
means

...
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President's Repart

ROBERT D. JONES
The TCDLA Stiike Force snuck again
in its most recent raid on Laredo by
getting dismissal of a charge against
Jacob Hornberger. Hornberger was
charged with breach of the peace after
&using to allow police to question a
client whose wife had just jumped twelve
floots to her death.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

continued
community. Billy Wayne Alexander,
Philip Carey BrasW, and Clarence Alan
Lackey are hut three of the more recent
cases that: fit within this category. The
attorney's burden is not to prepare his
case based upon the popularity of the
defendant, but to prepare his case and
in so doing to effectfvdy require the
State to meet its burden of proof. That
burden is t o shew beyond a reasonable
doubt that the accused committed each
and every element of the offense charged.
The canons of ethics under which
attorneys operate reqnire us to vigorously defend our clients, us% all our skill
to protect the rights of our cJ3ent. To do
less is to bring discredit and &honor to
ourselves, our profession and most importantly, to the gteatest system of
justice the world has known.
Eperson in our community,
state and nation should indeed be outnrged at the commentary of Mt. Stevens;
hr to follow hh advice would return us
to the dark ages.
Yours very t i d y ,
LUBBOCK CRIMINAL DEPENSE
LAWYERS ASSOCIATION
Dennis W. McGill
President

Although dedining to arrest the client,
the police insisted on questioning him
and refused to allow he and Hornherger
to kave the hotel lobby. Homberger's
insistent invocation of his client's Constitutional rights netted the charge that
Hornherger had "made an unreasonable
noixe other tbul in his own private property."
The Force responded. Gewy Goldstein
and Knox Jones met with the Laredo
City Attorney and discussed numerous
issues warranting dismissal of the charge
against Hmberger, to wit: that it is not
yet a viohtion of h e law to insist upon
adherence to the law, that detention for
questioning constitutes "custodial iatarogation" and trigp,ers Miranda, that the
clienfs right to counsel had attached,
and that the complaint itself suffered

6ve defects. The City Attorney d&
missed the charge.
The TCDLA Strike Force is a valuable
resource to criminal defense kwyets.
It demonstrates this Associatibu's commitment to the needs of the defense
bar. Maay thanks to Gerry and &ox.
Another of TCDLA's greatest resources will be gone at May's end. Judy
Ward is gokg home .to he a full-time
wife. mother. and mother-to-be. ..Tudv,ha4
put in many long hours during her three
years with this Association; we have all
benefited by her dedication and loyalty.
Remember-if you have something to say
to her, now is the time to say it.
If you haven't received the spring
trip bmchure, call Judy for an extra.
See you in Puerto Vallarta.

February 27,1981
To: Mr. Clifton L. Holmes
P.O. Box 1073
KitgDre, TX 75662
From: Fred T. Duxrougb No. 528
Ellis Unit J-73
Hnntsville, TX 77340
Re: Ctiminal Law Handbook advertised
in VOICE fir fke Defente
Dear Mr. Holmes,
I just saw the ad for the Ctitninal
Law Sourcehook (or handbook) in this
month% V O E E for the Defense. Since
I am sitting on Death Row I don't have
the $42.00 to purchase it, but I do have
a new Black's Law Dictionary-Sped
DehKe F i h Edition, It is in absohte
pufect condition. Would you conaider
making a trade with me? I hate to get
rid of it but the Criminal Law handhook would be much more valuable t o
me, especially under the current conditions. My case is now before the TCCA
where my attorney (Mt. Nick ~ o t h e )
confident I will receive a second
reversal.
I thought if I had the book I could
begin preparing and researching issues
for the thisd trial.
The lack's Law Rictimary cost
$37.50 I think. I bought it on time from
another inmate who somehow ended up
with two of them.

If you could accommodateme I would
he happy to ship the Dietienary to you
fist to see that you are getting a good
deal.
Hope to hear from you soon.
Sincerely,
Fred T.Durrough
P.S. The VOICE seems to just get
h e w and better, hut you still have not
addressed tbe issue of the right of the
State (or federal gmernment) to commute the Capital Cases which get sent
hack on pwjshment etlors. We keep
hearing it can't be done, hut what about
Ems, Adams, and I seem to ~ecallone
ather????
Mr. Duwougk kw made a maronable
offer. Any &kers? And how 'bout rm
art&& on Burns, Ad-,
and
I crui't
r d the other, either.
Ed

. ..

March 6,1981
Mt, Clif Holmes
Box 1073
Icilgore, Texas 75662
DearClif:
In spite of the fact that San Antonio
has a eputation for "hard hall'' politics,
1 whole-heatedly agree with ~ h a d i e
Butts' cry of dismay over the campaign
tactics of Leo Mendoza and Ed Prado,
Radds conduct, howem, is aggravated

7

LElTERS TO THE EDITOR
continued
and made even more reprehensible by the
fact that he was formerly a defense lawhimself, having been an assigtant
federal public defender for several years.
I thhk that this fact points out that political ambition is capable of corrupting
even a defense lawyer.
As Executive Director of the National
Association of Criminal Defense Iawyers,
that conclusion is a difficult one for me
to admit to. In my heart of bearts I
would like to believe that the members
of the defense bar are gentlemen and
women of character who are bound together by a common struggle. Just as the
~opnlationat large snffers, we a h suffer
by having those among us whose characters are not as well developed as they
might be. NACDL stands ready to combat such attacks on criminal defense
lawyers whether they ate candidates
for judicial office or not. It is our raison
d'etre. Charlie Butts is entirely comect,
we must not let the matter rest.
Thanking you very much, I remain,
Very turly yours,
Louis P.Linden
Executive Director
National Ass'n of Criminal
Defense Lawyers
. and t h d you, Linden, far allin$
to our attention Mr. Prada's 'ydlfrom
mce."
Ed

*-

conrage and hope t o the criminal bat
that even though there is a plea of guilty
to s h o w n robberies, roba at ion is still a
distinct pGsibility when a case is presented properly to the jury. However, in
Denton County, Judge ~ o bScofield
addhd the little used propision of Art.
42.12, Tea. Code Grim. Pros. and orderd
30 days imprisonment at TDC in addition
to the jury ordered 10 years probation.
That section is of unclear meabing and
should be tested at some hhlre date.
The touchstone for obtaining jury
probation seems to be (1)a reason for
the commission of the affense, such .as
the use of d r n w and (2) well prepared
character witnesses from d o u s categories, such as neighbdrs* pub& o&
f &,
and always the pas to^ This &o inchdes
all members of the f d y t o show suppart, and the employer to show continuing employment.

~n
the case bdnw, an effoxt was made
t o treat the accused far possible drug
abuse prior to trial. When this sort of
evidence is to be used before the jury,
the physidan, psychiatrist, psychologist,
or social worker should tezeive written
inswctions as to the scope of the taking
the history. That is, c o n h e it t o the
t h i n g of drugs prior to the offense. If
a complete history is taken involving the
use of drugs, this would render the witness IW&S
as the D i r i c t Attorney
would be able to argue that each use of
drugs constituted a separate offense by
the accused. FinalLy, each witness who
testifies, including the defendant, should
Dear Mr. Holmes:
The enclosed article should give be shown the statutory conditions of

..

.

-

probation so that he may be questioned
as t o his opinion of the mcuse+ ability
t o comply.
Charles Tessmer

Former Carrollton Mayor'a
Son Given Prison Sentence
A Denton g g e , i n m h g a kt&known condition of the state's probation law, Monday ordered the son of a
former Camolfron mayof and another
man to serve 30 days in prison even
though a jury set their sentences at 10
yeam probation.
Judge Bob Scofreld tacked on the
30day prison terms under a rarely used
part of the state probationary statute
that allows a judge to add 30 days in
pdson when a gun is used to commit a
murder, rape or robbery.
The two men pleaded guilty t o the
June 1, 1980, robbeties of two 7-Eleven
convenience stores and went before a
jury to set their sentences last Wednesday. Asst. DiPt. Atty. Fred Marshe
asked the jury to set punishment at 20
t o 45 years in prison.
Defense attorney Charles Tessmer
said Monday that they would not appeal
the sentence. The two defendants could
have received as much as life in prison
for the two shotgun robberies.
Punishment for agpvated robbery
ranges from five years probation to lifo
in prison.
confinued on pa&@
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San Antonio
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WALLACE SMITH
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IMEMORANDA OF LAW

@ w v @

I

the Campbell rule is still good law.
ORGANIZED CRIME STATUTE
Prepared by
supervised) eligible upon completion of
20(a) Rights of a defendant to disMatthew B. Jones
the ~ r o b a t i o n a rperiod?
~
covery of state's evidence in an organized
WDLA Briefing Clerk
5. Expunction of record under Arti- crime.conspiracy
d e 55-general explanation of who is
20(b) supportfor motion to quash
The following memos are on fde in eligible.
the
indictment for failure to properly
the TCDLA office. Requests for memos
GUILTY PLEA
d e g e an offense and for failure to
should be addressed to Matthew B. Jones
3. The "continuing legal process" give the defendant adequate notice of
at the Association office. Cost for postage
nature of a probation order-is i t a con- the charges against him [i.e., the state
and handling: $5.00 (plus 74 per page)
viction, final or otherwise?
did not set out the facts explaining the
for members or their partners; 815.00
INDICTMENTS
offense which he is alleged to have
(plus 74 per page) for nonmembers.
1.Proper defense against a fatally committed].
defective indictment, in which there was
20(c) Evidentiary requirements upon
CIVIL COMMITMENT
a one year delay between the informant's the state to prove up a conspiracy [note:
18. Procedure for securing the comtip, and the issuance of the search war- the case law behind this &sue is from
mitment of a convicted felon t o a state
the 5th Circuit Court of Appeals].
rant.
mental health care facility.
6.a. In an indictment, can the date of PROBATION
CIVIL LAW PROJECT
sentencing be entered as the date of con3. The "continuing legal process"
l l a . A corporation's eligibility to reviction for enhancement purposes?
nature of a probation order-is it a concover both actual and exemplary damages
9.a. State's burden to prove exact viction, final or otherwise?
from a tortfeasor.
amount of felony damage alleged in an
4. Expunctibn of record under Article
1l.b. General plea of privilege explanaindictment.
55-is
a misdemeanor probationer (untion-what happens when one of multiple
9.b. Allegation of specific amount supervised) eligible upon completion of
defendants snccessfully asserts a plea of
between $200 and $10,000, limits the the probationary period?
privilege?
state to prosecution for a third degree
16. Failure to formally pronounce
CORROBORATING ACCOMPLICE
felony.
sentence,
or terms of probation, upon a
TESTIMONY
10. Improper enhancement allegation defendant and the effects on a subse14. Sufficiency of evidence necessary
to corroborate the testimony of an ac- of both a prior Art. 6701G2 misdemean- quent motion to revoke probation.
or conviction and a prior Art. 6701L-2 SEARCH AND SEIZURE
complice witness t o a homicide.
felony
conviction in the same indictment.
1.Proper defense against a fatally
ELEMENTS OF PROOF
19. Support for motion to quash a defective indictment, in which there was
2. Evidentiary burden on the state,
capital murder indictment for f d u r e to a one year delay between receipt of the
the elements of proof in the offense of
d e g e a single course of conduct, which is informant's tip, and issuance of the
forgery by passing.
1.
required by Art. 19.03(a)(2), Vernon's search warrant.
.
15. Classification of nonchaku (in
Ann.P.C.
12. Legality of search of defendant,
Texas pronounced "nunhucks") sticks
SPEEDY TRIAL
not named in the search warrant, who
as a dangerous weapon.
17.a. The right of an incarcerated pcr- entered the premises named in the warENHANCEMENT
son
to a speedy trial for subsequent of- rant during the search.
6.a. In an indictment, can the date
23. A g & u Failure in the Search Warof sentencing be entered as the date of fense (in this case, committed in prison).
17.b. Can this defendant claim a right rant &davit-No
Evidence of the Conconviction for enhancement purposes?
fidential Informant's Reliability or Credi7.Enhaucement of Class C assault to to an appeal bond?
biliw.
Class B assult, when committed by an PROSECUTORIAL MISCONDUCT
21. Support for Defendant's Claim of
employee of a nursing home upon a
patient. Does 522.01 (b) and (c), V.T.C. Prosecutorial Misconduct [i.e., tampering
&P.C. violate the equal protection with a witness and suborning of false
testimony]. The memo discusses the
clause?
10. Improper enhancement allegation government's dual responsibility to not
of both a prior Art. 6701LZ misdemean- admit false or misleading testimony and
or conviction and a prior Art. 6701L-2 to bring to the court and/or jury's attenfelony conviction in the same indictment. tion any factor affecting the credibility
of a witness. Next, the memo discusses
EXCLUSION OF EVIDENCE
6.b. Does a delay by the D.PS. in the recent examples of a prosecutor having
testing of a blood sample render that violated that duty. [Note: the case law
here is purely federal, with an emphasis
blood sample inadmissible?
8. Dade County, Elorida case where on the 5th Circuit.]
radar speed gun was proven defective. SUPPORT FOR TRIAL MOTIONS
22. Whether a Motion for Instructed
EXPUNCTION
4. Expunction of record under Article verdict must be submitted in writing to
55-is a misdemeanor probationer (un- the court in order to be valid; whether
.A
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EOPARDY, CARVING, AND COLLATERAL
STOPPEL

Tim Evans

Tim Evans practices law in Fort Worth, Texas. He is
Board Certified in Criminal Law and was once the Chief of
Special Crimes for the T a r r a t C o ~ n t yDistrict Attorney's
Office.
I. SCOPE OF ARTICLE

This article deals with the doctrine of priorjeopardy as a
bar to subsequent prosecution and its constitutional,
statutory, and common law application in both federal
and Texas courts. Collateral estoppel as a form of double
jeopardy and the unique Texas application of the
"carving" doctrine are &o discussed. No attempt has
been made to split the doctrine into its finer component
parts as overlappingjudicial decisions have blurred many
of the previous distinctions. The effect of prior acquittals, convictions, mistrials, dismissals, and sentencing
will be discussed, as well as procedural considerations.

the states through the fourteenth amendment. Benton v.
Maryland, 395 US. 784 (1969). Therefore, any state
determination of the issue must meet Constitutional
@defines. However, it should be noted that in construing the Texas Constitution and Code of Criminal Procedure (which has codified some federal decisions)
the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals has sometimes
given broader protection than federal decisions would
seem to require. This is especially true in the application of the carving doctrine which dates back to the turn
of the century.
111. CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTORY PROVISIONS

IL INTRODUCTION
The concept of one t d for one offense goes to the very
roots of western civilization and is imbedded in the
constitutions of both Texas and the United States, There
seems to be no opposition to the basic concept of
double jeopardy but, as in other areas of the law, the
task of application to varying factual occurrences has
given rise to various methods for carrying forth the doctrine. A sound definition of the doctrine is found in
North Carolina v. Pearce, 395 US. 711 (1969) which
holds that the double jeopardy danse of the fifth
amendment provides three related protections:
"It protec*; aeainst a second
prosecution for
the same offense
after acquittal. I t
protects against a
second prosecution for the same
offense after conviction. And it
protects against
multiple punisbment for the same
offense!'
The fifth amendment standards
for the application of double
jeopardy principles have been
Tim Evans, Ft. Worth
held to apply to

-
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A. CONSTITUTIONS
1. United States
. . (n)or shall any person be subject for the
same offense to be twice put in jeopardy."
US. Const. Amend. V.
2. Texas
"No person, for the same offense, shall be
twice put in jeopardy of life or liberty, nor shall
a person be again put on trial for the same offense after a verdict of not guilty in a court of
competent jurisdiction." Tex. Const. Art. I,
Sec. 14.
B. STATUTES
1. All cited artides refer to the Annotated Texas
Code of Criminal Procedure (hereinafter referred
to as V.A.C.C.P.). Art. 1.10, V.A.C.C.P. is a verbatim restatement of the Texas Constitutional
provision.
2. Art. 1.11, V.A.C.C.P.-Acquittal a Bar
"An acquittal of the defendant exempts him
from a second trial or a second prosecution for
the same offense, however irregular the proceedings may have been; but if the defendant
shall have been acquitted upon trial in a court
having no jurisdiction of the offense, he may be
prosecuted again in a court having jurisdiction."
3. Art. 27.05, V.A.C.C.P.-Defendant's Special Plea
"A defendant's only special plea is that he has
already been prosecuted for the same or a different offense arising out of the same criminal
episode that was or should have been consolidated into one trial, and that the former
prosecution:

".

(1)resulted in acquittal;

3~

(2) resulted in conviaion;
(3) was improperly terminated; or
(4) was terminated by a final order orjudgment
for $he defendant that has not been reversed,
set aside, or vacated and that necessarily required a determination inconsistent with a fact
that must be established to secure conviction
in the subsequent prosecution?
Section (4) was added by amendment effective in
January 1974, and is a codification of the principles of Ashe v. Swenson, 397 US. 436 (1970).
4. Art. 28.13, V.A.C.CS.-Former Acquittal or Conviction
"A former judgment of acquittal or conviction
in a court of competent jurisdiction shall be a
bar to any further promany for the same offense, but shall not bar a prosecution for any
higher grade of offense ovet which said court
had no jurisdiction, unless such judgment was
had upon indictment or information, in which
case the prosecution shall be barred for all
grades of the offense."
5. Art. 37.07, V-4.C.C.P.-completion of Verdict
Sec. 3(c) In cases where the matter of
punishment is referred to the jury, the verdict
shall not be complete until the jury has rendered a verdict both on the guilt or innocence
of the defendant and the amount of punishment, where the jury finds the degendant
guilty. In the event the jury shall fail to agree,
a mistrial shall be declared, the jury shall be
discharged, and no jeopardy shall attach."
6. Art. 37.14, V.A.C.C.P.-Acquittal
of Higher Offense As Jeopardy
"If a defendant, prosecuted for an offense
which includes within it lesser offenses, be convicted of an offense lower than that for which
he is indicted, and a new trial be granted him,
or the judgment be arrested for any cause other
than the want of jurisdiction, the verdict
upon the first uial shall be considered an acquittal of the higher offense; but he may,
upon a second trial, be convicted of the same
offense of which he was before convicted, or
any other inferior thereto."

". . .

rv.

AT~ACHMENT OF JEOPARDY
A. GENERALLY
In order to invoke the bar t o prosecution available
under the double jeopardy doctrine an accused must
first have been placed in actual jeopardy. Therefore,
"an accused must suffer jeopardy before he can suffer
double jeopardy," Serfass v. United States, 420
U.S. 377 (1975). If jeopardy has not attached then
no further inquiry is necessary and further criminal
proceedin@ ate not barred. Serfass v. United States,
supra.
B. JURY TRIALS
Jeopardy attaches when the jury is impaneled and
sworn. This rule reflects and protects a defendant's

interest in retaining a chosen jury and is an integral
part of the @th amendment guarantee a&st double
jeopardy made applicable t o the states by the fourteenth amendment. Crict v. Breta, 437 U.S. 28
(1978). This holding by a p1waIity of the Supreme
Court abalished the prior Texas rule that jeopardy
attached when the jury was impaneled and sworn and
the defendant entered hi plea before the jury. The
new standard has been recently applied in Texap
when a defendant, indicted for murder, was called
to trial, a j q was impaneled and swarn but the case
was passed when the court begananother trial. Th-ereafter, the state moved for dismissal after learning of
the defendant% prior felony con&tions. The defendant was reindicted with enhancement counts,
tried and found guilty. The case was reversed because
ieopardy had attached. Stute u. McEiwee, 589 S.W.2d
(1979).
Where the state fails to secure submission to the jury
of a count on which i t ~roceededt o trial, ieovardv
- .
has attached as to &count
and r e d - o n that
count is b a e d . Ex Pmte S ~ ~ e 511
s , S.W.2d 300
(Tex.Crim.App. 1974).
C. TRIAL6 BEFORE THE COURT
The time at which jeopardy attaches in a trial before
the court may differ somewhat from that of a jury
P$L ThiG seems to be a r e because in Crist, supra,
the S n p m e Court spoke of t h e interest of the accused in retaining r chosen jury. That is, to have his
trinl compdted by a particular tribunal.
1. Federal
a. Jeopardy attaches in a non-jury d when the
&st witness is sworn. Serfsss uv,United States,
supm; Crist v. United states, supra; United
Stares v. Garcia, 589 F.2d 249 (5th Cit. (Tex.)
1979).
b. when the trial court begins to hear evidence by
considering an agreed statement of facts j e o p
ardy attaches even though no witness hxta been
mom. Finch v. United States, 433 U S w676
(1977).
2. Texas
Althoupb no Texas case involving a bench t d
could be found the rule that jeopardy attaches
when the accused pleads to the indictment or infomatian wodd seem to apply. Vardas v. State,
518 S.W.2d 826 (Tex.Crim.App. 1975); O c b a v.
State, 492 S.W.2d 576 (TezCrim.App. 1973);
Ramirez v. State, 352 S.W.Zd 131 (Tex.Crim.App.
1961).
test should meet the federal standard
because it is more restrictive than the federal rule
that jeopardy attaches when the 6fsr witness is
sworn or the wurt begins to hear e ~ d e n c ethat
could lend to a determination of guilt. See Crist
and Finch*supra
D. IRREGULARITIES AT THE FIPST TRIAL
1. Lack of Jurisdiction
a. Federal
AYIessential prerequisite to the attachment of
jeopardy is jurisdiction over the cause by the
trial court. If the trial cnurt laeb jurisdinion
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over either the person or cause, jeopardy does
not attach and a second prosecution is not
barred. See Serfass v. United States, supra;
Ball v. United States, 163 US. 662 (1896).
b. Texas
Teodardv does not attach if the aia court was
without jurisdiction, whether or not the accused was convicted or acquitted. Vernon's
Ann. C.C.P. Aru. 1.11, 28.13; McAfee v.
State, 363 S.W.2d (Tex.Crim.App. 1963);
Ogfe v. State, 43 Tex.Crirn. 219,63 S.W. 1008
(1901).
-

&

,

2. Defective Charging I n s t m e n t
a. Federal
A defendant who has received a verdict of acquittal cannot be retried for the offense even if
the indictment is defective. all v. United
States, supra. In Ball, the defendant was acquitted of murder in federal court. However,
his codefendants were convicted. They appealed and won reversal because the indictment
was defective for failnre to allege a time and
place of death. AU three were then reindicted
and this time the defendant was found quilty.
The court ruled that defendant's retrial was
barred even though the first indictment under
which he won acquittal was fatally defective.
The same rule was applied in Benton v. Maryland, sarpra when the defendant was acquitted
of larceny but cotlvicted of burglary. The conviction was reversed because both grand and
petit juries in the case had been unconstitutionally selected. Defendant was then retried
for both the burglary and the larceny. The Supreme Court ruled that having once been acquitted, the larceny conviction could not
stand, regardless of the original defective indictment, and that the double jeopardy clause
of the fifth amendment is applicable to the
states through the fourteenth amendment.
b. State
The generd ~ l ise that "jeopardy will attach
only upon good and sufficient accusatory
pleading. Jnrisdiotion of the court trying the
prior cause is an essential prerequisite where
jeopardy is pleaded!' McAffee v. State, 363
S.W.2d 941 (Tex.Crim.App. 1963). Therefore,
if a defendant is convicted under a fatally
defective indictment, jeopardy does not attach
and the defendant may he retried. McAffee,
supra; Harrison v. Sfate, 409 S.W.2d 848 (Tex.
CrimApp. 1966). Texas has long recognized
that when a person is placed on trial in a court
of competent jurisdiciton and the trialproceeds
to july verdict and results in acquittal, he is
entitled to a plea of former jeopardy regardless
of the validity of the indictment. Mixon v.
State, 35 Tex.Crim. 458,34 S.W. 290 (1896);
Shoemaker v. State, 58 Tex.Crim. 545, 126
S.W. 887 (1910); Thompson v. State, 527
S.W.2d 888 (1975). Benton u. Maryhnd,
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sr*pra, would require such a holding regardless
ofany state decisions to the eontcuy.
If the prior "acquittal" was actually a dismissal
by the coua because of an invalid indictment
and was done prior t o a verdict, retrial is not
barred. Shoemaker v. State, supre. This rule received Supreme Court appfaval in Illinois v.
Sommille, 410 U.S. 458 (1973). There, the
trial court declared a mistrial on the state's
motion after it became apparent that the indictment would not sustain a verdict and the
court held that retrial was not barred. In
Thompson u. State, supra, the trial court instructed the jury to acquit the defendant
after learning that the indictment was fatally
defective for alleging a date subsequent to presentment. This was held not to bar retrial and
the Texas Cona of Criminal Appeals noted
that the trial court .should have treated the
state's motion as a motion to quash and then
dismissed the proceeding rather than instructing a verdict of acquittal.
It should be noted, however, that if the trial
court is in error in determining that the charging instrument is insuffident, then jeopardy
has attached and retrial is batted. Rmirez v.
State, 352 S.W.2d 131 (Tex,Crim.App. 1961).
In the Ramire2 case the jury had been selected,
sworn and the defendant had pleaded not
guilty. Thereafter, the prosecutor moved to
have the information dismissed in the mistaken
belief that it was defective because it bore the
signature of an assistant county attorney different from that named in the body of the information. The trial court granted the motion
to dismiss. The Texas Court of Criminal Appeals held that the described variance was not
fatal t o the information and that the defendant,
having been once put to trial on a valid informatiou, was entitled t o his plea of double
jeopardy.
3. Conviction by Fraud or Collusion
Jeopardy does not attach to a conviction obtained by fcbud or collusion with the prosecutor or court. Therefore, a conviction of alesser
offense will not bar prosecution for a greater
offense if the lesser conviction was obtained
merely t o avoid pro~ecutionof a greater offense based on the same facts. Bragg v. State,
6 S.W.2d 365; Richardson v. State, 5 S.W.Zd
141 (1928).

V. SEPARATE SOVEREIGNS
Dual convictions by separate sovereigns, though based
on the same acts, are permissible and one will not bar
the other. To determine whether or not two governmental entities are separate sovereigns one must look
t o the source &om which each derives its power. If the
source is the same, the sovereigns ire not separate.
A. FEDERAL AND S'TAlX
The United States and the several states derive their

13

power to prosecute From separate sources and therefore may prosecute the same individual for the same
act or transaction if it is a violation of the law of
each sovereign.
1. Examples
a. A defendant who robs a bank in violation of
both state and federal statutes may be prosecuted by either, or both. Breedlove v. State,
470 S.W.2d 880 (Tex.Crim.App. I971), cert.
denied 405 US. 1074 (1972): Bartkus v.
hais, 359 U.S. 121 (1959).
b. A defendant who conspires to destroy property
under the control of the United States and
thereby violates a similar state law may be
prosecuted by both sovereigns for the same act.
Abbate v. United States, 359 US. 187 (1959).
c. A defendant may be hied for violations of both
state and federal drug offenses even though
they involve the same transaction. The court
noted that this used to be prohibited by statute
but the new Texas Controlled Substances Act
contains no such prohibition, therefore, dual
prosecutions are allowed. Reynolds u. State,
548 S.W.2d 733 (Tex.Crim.App. 1977).
B. POLITICAL SUBDlVISIONS
The state and its municipalities are not separate sovereign entities and therefore are not each entitled to
impose punishment for the same offense. This is true
becau~ethe judicial power of the municipal courts
and the state courts spring From the same organic
law. Walkr v. Florida, 397 U.S. 387 (1970). In
Walkr, supra, the defendant was convicted in municipal court of destruction of city property and disorderly breach of the peace. He was subsequently
convicted of grand larceqy in state court. The State
~f Florida admitted that both convictions were based
on the same acts of the defendant. (He had removed
a mural from the wall at city hall and paraded it
through the streets in a demonstration. In the process, the mural was damaged.) It is important t o note
that the Court did not decide ''whether in fact and
law petitioner committed separate offenses which
could support separate chargesn but rather stated:
"We decide o d y that the Florida courts were in
error to the extent of holding thatPCevenif a person has been tried in a municipal court for the
identical offense with which he is charged in a
state court, this would not be a bar to the prosecution of such person in the proper state court! "
The Supreme Court has left it up to the states to
decide whether or not the two offenses are '%he
same," but if they are the same, then two prosecutions cannot be sustained. Robinson u Neil, 409 US.
505 (1973). In Robinson the cause was remanded to
the State of Tennessee to determine whether or not,
under the facts, the municipal eourt assault and
hattery offense was the same as the state court assault
with intent to commit murder offense.
The decisions in WaUer and Robinson, supra, as well
as the Texas case of Bernard rr. State, 481 S.W.2d 437
(Telt.Crim.App. 1972), have modified the statutory

language in 28.13, V.A.C.C.P.:
"A former judgment of acquittal or conviction
shall be a bar to any further prosecution for the
same offense, but shall not bar a prosecution for
any higher p d e of offense over which said court
had no jurisdiction, unless such judgment was had
upon indictment or information, in which case the
proseention shall be barred for dl grades of the
offense."
The underlined portion of the statute wouId not
apply if the two prosecutions were for the "same
offense" regardless of whether or not the first prosecution was brought by complaint in a municipal or
justice eourt; i.e., such instance would bar prosecution,
VL PRIOR CONVICTION OR ACQUITTAL
A. GENERALLY
A reading of the constitutional and statutory provisions at the beginning of this article will make it
clear that in both state and federal courts one is
protected from being tried a second time after once
being convicted or acquitted for the same offense.
However, this apparent clarity begins to cloud as the
judiciary interprets the phrase "same offense" and
applies it to the facts at hand.
B. FEDERAL DETERMINATION OF "SAME O K
FBNSE"
1. Same Act or Transaction
"Where the same act or transaction constitutes a
violation of two distinct statutory provisions,
the test to be applied t o determine whether there
are two offenses or only one, is whether each
provision requires proof of a fact which the other
does not!'
Blockburger v. United States, 284
U.S. 299 (1932). This t e e was applied and reiterated verbatim in Brown v. Ohio, 432 U.S.
161 (1977). A discussion of the facts in Brown v.
Ohio, supra, will illustrate the application of this
test. There the defendant was arrested nine days
after he had stolen an automobile. In an Ohio
State court the defendant entered a plea of guilty
to joyriding-taking the car without the owner's
consent. Thin was alleged t o have happened on
the last of the nine days. Thereafter, the defendant pleaded guilty to auto theft having the additional element of intent t o pemanently deprive
the owner of possession. This was alleged to have
happened on the day of the original taking. The
Supreme Court, applying the ~ l o c k b u r ~ etest,
r
ruled that the lesser inlcuded offense repired no
proof beyond that which was required for conviction of the greater offense, therefore, the greater
offense was the "same" for double jeopardy purposes. The Court rejected the Ohio contention
that the different dates were sufficient to constitute separate offenses.
In a similar holding the Supreme Couft held two
weeks later that a defendant convicted of felony
murder (arising from an armed robbery) in Okkhoma could not be subsequently convicted on a
(7onfinwd on page 27
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COURT OF CRTNINAL APPEALS DECISIONS
VANESSA CASTEEL (No. 59,497; Reversed; 3-4-81)
SEARCH AND SEIZURE: At 1:30 a.m. an officer was eating a snack in his
squad car which was parked in a lot next to a convenience store, in a
mixed commercial and residential area. He saw a slowly driven van move
into a parking lot close to a liquor store which was closed for business.
The van pulled out, made a series of turns and re-entered the parking lot
where it came to a stop. The officer saw a female come from the side of
the store where it was not well lit, walk in the light in front of the
store and get in the right passenger side of the van which then began to
move. The officer turned on his red lights and immediately stopped the
van. The driver got out and met the officer but was unable to produce a
driver's license. The driver identified his passenger (D) by name, which
was verified by D as being correct. When additional units arrived, the
officer ran warrant checks on the driver and D and was advised there were
no outstanding warrants for the driver but there were two for D. When D
got out of the van at the officer's direction, she carried her purse until it was taken by the officer. A search of the purse revealed a hypodermic needle containing some type of residue (which was never examined).
A subsequent search at the jail of the purse revealed a package of cigarettes containing a capsule of heroin. The arresting officer testified in
part that he stopped the van to find out what was going on.
HELD: The officer did not even have a "hunch" he was able to articulate.
The officer did not even make any reasonable inquiry of the driver or D
as to what they were doing, yet this was the reason he accosted them.
"While a tquporary investigative detention is allowed under certain circumstances, these circumstances must be such as to distinguish the activity of the detained person from that of any other citizen and must be
based on an objective perception of events rather than the subjective
feelings of the detaining officer. In order to justify the intrusion,
the law enforcement officer must have specific, articulable facts which...
would reasonably warrant the intrusion on the freedom of the citizen detained for further investigation
thus even in the absence of bad

...
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faith, detention based on a mere hunch is illegal. There must be reasonable suspicion by the law enforcement officer that some activity out of
the ordinary is or had occurred, some suggestion to connect the detained
person with the unusual activity, and some indication that the activity is
%.related to crime...where the events are consistent with innocent activity
as with criminal activity, a detention based on those events is unlawful."
See Armstrong 550 SW2d 25; United States vs. Brignoni-Ponce 422 U.S. 873
(1968); Delaware ys. Prouse 440 U.S. 648 (1979); Milton 549 SW2d 190.
C.C.A. noted that as the officer watched D walk in the liuht in front of
the liquor store and get in the van, nothing about her appearance, demeanor, gait, accoutrement or impedimenta was remarkable enough for the
officer to articulate it to the trial court or jury; and further that
while the officer may have been justified in making a radio check as to
the driver, that type of "policy" did not justify the check for warrants
outstanding against D, particularly as the officer had no police business
with D whatsoever. Giacona 298 SW2d 587.

-

1
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EX PARTE RICHARD RUBAC (No. 66,921; Relief Granted; 3-4-81)
BAIL PENDING APPEAL: D was convicted of possession of methamphetamine
with intent to deliver and punishment was set at 10, TDC. D was previously on a $50,000 bond. After a hearing the court set the bond on appeal at $100,000. At this bond hearing the State offered no evidence but
simply suggested to the court that an additional $50,000 would only cost
D $7500. The facts before the C.C.A. showed that D was convicted of a
non-violent crime, sentence was 10, TDC, there were no aggravating factors
re the offense and D had no prior criminal record and only a limited ability to make bail; D's education and ability to pursue gainful employment
was good and his conformity to the conditions of previous bond was likewise good; he had family ties in the area. Reasonable bail on appeal must
be set after considering the length of sentence, the nature of the offense
and other supportive data (work record, family ties, length of residency,
ability to make bond, conformity with previous bond conditions, other outstanding bonds and aggravating factors involved in the offense). The primary objective of the appeal bond is to secure Drs apprehension if his
conviction is subsequently affirmed. In this case, C.C.A, found that the
court abused its discretion in setting the appeal bond at $100,000 and
granted bail in the sum of $25,000. Ex parte Guess 508 SW2d 640.
EX PARTE RONALD CHAMBERS (No. 66.929; Relief Denied: 3-4-81)

1

DEATH PENALTY VOIR DIRE: The court previously in the Chambers appeal
affirmed and did not address the Witherspoon questions as the venire members had been unable to state under oath that the mandatory penalty of
death or imprisonment for life would not effect their deliberations on any
issue of fact as Section 12.31(b), P.C. provides. Chambers 568 SW2d 313,
100 S.Ct.
319-320. In view of t h d ~ d a m svs. Texas decision (448 U.S.
2521 (1980)(the Witherspoon Doctrine is violated by the excuslng of some
venire members who could follow the court's instructions in the charge but
who could not take the Section 12.31(b) oath to remain uneffected by the
penalty while deliberating), C.C.A. now addressed the Witherspoon question
as related to two venire members who were excused and found that each respective juror was opposed to the death penalty and could not follow the
court's instructions and thus the excusing of said persons was not a vio-

-

lation of the Witherspoon Doctrine.
SANTIAGO D. MEDRANO (NO. 59,572; Reversed; 3-11-81)
a&2

FUNDAMENTALLY DEFECTIVE CHARGE: Facts showed that D and X walked into a
department store. D carried a large trash can into which both dropped
racks of clothes. D and X then left by separate doors and were immediately arrested. The charge authorized D's conviction as an actor in
the commission of theft and authorized D's conviction as a party to the
offense under Section 7.02(a) ( 3 ) , P.C.
C.C.A. found that the charge authorized a conviction on this second theory
without requiring the jury to find either that D had a legal duty which
would require him to act affirmatively to prevent the theft or that D by
his inaction in failing to prevent the theft committed any act coupled
with the requisite intent to promote or assist in the commission of an offense. Thus it authorized the jury to convict a bystander for what he may
have thought or intended. This was fundamental error. Cumbie 578 SW2d
732. Finally, the court questioned the applicability of Section 7.02(a)
( 3 ) under the facts of this case as D was not a watchman or a policeman
and the facts simply did not call for the application of such a charge.
JAMES F. HULL (No. 59,699; Reversed; 3-11-81)
SEARCH AND SEIZURE: Sixteen officers had staked out a 70 acre ranch and
were waiting for a search warrant addressed to marijuana purportedly being
grown at the location. About 8:00 p.m. the officers heard four gunshots
from the location but could not, from their vantage point, see the house
or the property to any extent. The officers then saw a car moving slowly
inside the subject property toward the gait. The officer at the gait was
instructed to stop the vehicle, ostensibly to investigate the gunshots
heard. As the vehicle moved through the gait, the officers descended upon
it. D, the driver,andX, the passenger, were taken out of the car and
searched but nothing was found. They were arrested and put in the patrol
car. The ignition keys were taken and the trunk was opened where a large
quantity of marijuana was found. The officers testified that their intent
was to see if there were any bodies in the trunk of the car and further
that D was placed under arrest for failing to identify himself when asked
to; and the car was searched pursuant to normal procedures when a vehicle
is stopped and someone is apprehended.
To justify the actions here, the detaining officers must have a particularized and objective basis for suspecting the particular person stopped
of criminal activity. United States vs. Cortez 28 Cr.L. 3051 U9811;
Armstron 550 SW2d 25. C.C.A. held that the officers had no objective
varticu
-7arized
= basis whatever for susvectinu D of havina murdered or secreted the bodies of one br more unde;cover*officers indthe trunk of the
car as claimed. Notwithstanding the long term surveillance of the subject
area, none of the officers had ever observed D or his vehicle thereon; and
none of the officers asked whether D or the passenger had heard any shots
or made any other reasonable inquiries. As the officers' conduct in detaining D was without a particularized and objective suspicion of criminal
activity on D's part, the arrest of D which ensued when he refused to
identify himself-was violative of the Fourth Amendment. Brown vs. Texas
443 U.S. 47 cl979).
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CLINT LOWE, JR. [No. 59,722; Reversed; 3-11-81)
DEFENSE TESTIMONY WRONGFULLY EXCLUDED: Officer met D at the police
station the night of the shooting and was told that D had shot the de%&ased with a shotgun after the deceased had pulled a knife on him. The
deceased's wife denied that the deceased had had a knife and the officer
was unable to find one. D's defense was that the deceased had parked his
vehicle blocking a driveway to D's trailer house, that the deceased was
drunki that when D and okhers drove up the driveway and confronted the deceased, the deceased was obnoxious and eventually pulled a knife and
slashed at one of Drs companions, at which time the deceased stated that
he wanted to see D to cut his guts out. The deceased reached inside the
car with a knife to cut X at which time D shot him. The deceased's wife
testified that the deceased had been drinking that day and that after the
shooting she did find an open knife near the deceased. The court excluded
the testimony of the deceased's stepson to the effect that the deceased
had told him on the date in question that the deceased always knew that
one of these days he would have to be the one to kill D and that later the
same day the deceased had gotten mad and fired two shots from his pistol
at the road for some reason unknown.
HELD: D and other defense witnesses testified that the deceased attacked
X with a knife. This act could be explained by the character of the deceased and D was entitled to show that the deceased was the aggressor.
Lewis 463 SW2d 186; McHaffey 471 SW2d 801; Beecham 580 SW2d 588. Thus,
t h e o u r t 1 s failure to admit the stepson's testimony was prejudicial,
under the following rules:
1) Specific acts of violence by the deceased wkich show his violent
character are admissible in a homicide case where there is evidence that
some act of aggression by the deceased which gives rise to a claim of
self defense or defense of a third person.
21 If evidence of the deceased's violent character is offered to show
the reasonableness of D's claim of apprehension of danger, it must be
shown that the acts of violence were known to the accused at the time of
the homicide.
3) If offered to show that the deceased was in fact the aggressor, the
witness must know, but the defendant need not have knowledge of the violent acts at the time of the homicide.
WILLIE HUGHES (No. 59,755; Affirmed; 3-11-81)
POSSESSION OF MARIJUANA - EVIDENCE IS SUFFICIENT: Facts showed that, in
executing a search warrant, officers approached house and asked to use
the telephone. D's daugpter refused to let an officer inside. When D
came to the door, officers identified themselves whereupon D ran from the
door and the officers forcibly entered the residence and chased D into a
bedroom where D was arrested. D and her 3 children were then seated in
the living room. On a coffee table in the den, 50 pounds worth of marijuana bricks were found. In the bedroom where D was arrested, a paper
bag containing marijuana was found. Also found in a jacket hanging in one
of the closets were a marijuana cigarette and pipe containing marijuana

SD4
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residue, D resided at the house. The marijuana bricks were clearly visible, were located 15 feet from the front door and there was a very strong
and distinct odor emanating therefrom. C.C.A. held the evidence was sufficient to affirmatively link the marijuana to D. Herrera 561 SW2d 175;
qahn 502 SW2d 724; Ambercrombie 528 SW2d 578 (D's presence and marijuana
-lain
view). Apparently a problem developed because of the state of
the record -- Judge Teague's dissent substantially relied upon the presence of the marijuana in an "enclosed patio off tke den" to negate the
affirmative link between D and the contraband; whereas the majority opinion emphasized that there was no testimony that this patio was physically
separated from the den but to the contrary it was part of the den and
therefore the contraband was obviously in plain view. The State could
have obviated this dilemma by including a diagram of the residence.
SANTOS RODRIGUEZ (No. 59,847;Reversed; 3-11-81)
SEARCH AND SEIZURE: A resident of an apartment complex awoke at 4:30 a.m.
by the noise of an argument outside and below his apartment. He saw
several persons creating the disturbance and some of them left the scene;
he called the police. He then watched and saw D and seven others go into
the apartment below, exit with trash bags and put them in a van. Officers
A and B arrived pursuant to the disturbance call. Officer A walked to the
front of the building looking for apartment 225 while Officer B circled
the complex, heard the sound of an engine starting and walked to a parking
lot where he saw a van backing out of a parking space. B walked up to the
van and observed D, the driver, with a cut on his nose and blood coming
from his hair. The officer figured he had been in a fight so he asked D
and his companions to step from the vehicle, at which time they were about
five feet from the van. At this time Officer A returned, walked immediately to the van and began searching it. No pat down search was made of
D or his companions prior to the search of the van.
The officers who were looking for an undifferentiated "fight" on the
ground near an apartment articulated a little particularized suspicion
that it might be taking place in a parking lot out back. When Officer A
left his squad car and proceeded to search the van, he moved beyond the
bounds of permissible investigation; the search was impermissible. Branch
599 SW2d 324; Christian 592 SW2d 625; Ebarb 598 SW2d 842; Delaware vs.
Prouse 440 U.S. 648 (1979). That the officers effected a "seizure" of the
van and its occupants is beyond any question. United States vs. Cortez 28
Cr.L. 3051 (1981); Armstrong 550 SW2d 25.
DOUGLAS R. SINOR (No. 60,033; Reversed/Acquittal Entered; 3-11-81)
EVIDENCE INSUFFICIENT IN MARIJUANA POSSESSION CASE: On August 30, 1976
Agent A of customs received information from an informant that Dillard
was involved in aerial s&uggling of marijuana into U.S.A. from Mexico.
Pursuant to this information Agent B obtained a search warrant to place
electronic tracking equipment on Dillard's airplane, and the equipment was
installed on the airplane September 30. On October 2 the tracking device
alerted the agents that Dillard's airplane had taken off from the air
strip located at D's ranch. Agent B piloted his airplane into position to
track Dillard's airplane and at this time saw a second airplane accompanying it. He tracked both suspect planes to a landing site 25 miles inside
VOICE for the DefensdApril1981
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the Mexican border and then returned to San Antonio to refuel. Later that
evening the tracking device alerted the agents that Dillard's airplane was
in flight and Agent B then tracked both suspect planes back to D's air
rip. At no time was he able to identify the pilots of either airplane.
ent B contacted other officers who in turn set up a surveillance of D's
a n strip prior to the arrival of the two suspect planes. Agent C positioned himself near D 1 s air strip and his companions were similarly situated. The suspect planes arrived at 2:00 a.m., landed, parked and a van
went to meet them. Thirty minutes later the van left the area and was
followed by two other vehicles whose headlights were apparently used to
light up the air strip for the landing of the planes. At this time the
officers pursued the van and vehicles: the van was stopped but the two
vehicles escaped. 2500 pounds worth of marijuana was recovered from the
van and 3 persons, not including D, were arrested. No one was seen at or
near either airplane. Additional marijuana was found in the airplanes.
It was later discovered through a title search that the other airplane
used in the smuggling operation had been purchased by D on September 2.
Dillard was arrested November 15 and a roll of film in his possession was
seized and developed. One of the photographs in that film depicts D and
one of the men who had been arrested in the van, standing next to D's
airplane. Another photo depicts D standing with that same individual and
still another man who had been arrested in the van on the night in question. The recovery of these two photographs prompted D's arrest on
November 15.
HELD: The evidence failed to affirmatively link D to the contraband in
this case. The evidence showed D operated a crop dusting business, owned
several planes and his air strip was located about 200 yards from his
residence. The modification of D's airplane (removal of seats) was not
inconsistent with its use in the crop dusting business. While the State
obviously argued that D escaped in one of the vehicles and had piloted
his own plane, the evidence does not preclude the possibility that one of
the men arrested in the van had actually flown D's airplane; at least
those arrestees were the only persons actually shown to have access to D I S
airplane that night. There is no evidence other than ownership establising D's access to his plane that night or establishing he had ever been
involved in any similar type of transactions. D made no incriminating
statements, no prior convictions against him were shown, and no MJ was
found on him when he was arrested. This circwnstantial evidence creates
no more than a suspicion of D a s guilt and is insufficient. Dubry 582 SW2d
841; Sewell 578 SW2d 131; Duff 546 SW2d 283.

-

DAVID POLLAN (No. 60,061; Affirmed; 3-11-811

-

POSSESSION OF MARIJUANA
EVIDENCE SUFFICIENT: Facts were sufficient to
show possession of marijuana by D where D and others were in a residence
when an undercover officer entered to negotiate the purchase of 200 pounds
of marijuana: D carried $spiral notebook and 2 others carried cardboard
boxes into a certain bedroom; each box contained numerous bricks of marijuana. There was a general discussion as to whether to weigh it in the
bedroom or bring it out to the living room. One of D's companions had a
small scale. D made no statements in the presence of the officer,
Everyone was arrested after the officer went outside and gave a secret sig
nal. Facts showing marijuana in plain view and D v s actions with respect
therets, are sufficient to show his intent to violate the statute.
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Hernandez 538 SW2d 127; Alaniz 458 SW2d 813.

*.MICHAEL H.

ROHLFING (NO. 60,104; Affirmed; 3-11-81]

SUFFICIENCY OF IDENTIFICATION OF D IN COURT: Judge Teague examines many
references to "that gentleman", "this gentleman", "he" and a physical description to conclude that the witnesses were actually identifying D in
open Court. The failure of the prosecutor to "let the record reflect the
witness has identified the defendant in open court" permitted the defendant to argue on ap2eal a failure of proper identification.
INDICTMENT NOT FUNDAMENTALLY DEFECTIVE: An aggravated robbery indictment
which did not describe the property but alleged only that D committed
theft of property, etc. is not fundamentally defective. No motion to
quash was filed. Ex parte Lucas 574 SW2d 162.
INDICTMENT NOT FUNDANENTALLY DEFECTIVE: Although "in the courseof committing theft" should have been defined in the court's charge, failure to
do so is not fundamental error, particularly whereas here the omission of
the statutory definition did not authorize the jury to convict D for conduct not constituting the offense of aggravated robbery. Here, the
record clearly showed that the offense of robbery occurred during the
cammission of a theft and thus the jury could not have been misled.
JEANIE CARTWRIGHT (No. 61,237; Affirmed; 3-11-81)
QUESTION OF JURY MISCONDUCT WAIVED: While juror's affidavit attached to
amended motion for new trial was properly sworn to, it was not considered
by C.C.A. as it was not attached to a properly verified amended motion for
new trial (a motion for new trial sworn to before an attorney in the case
cannot be considered Teniente 207 SW2d 379). The motion must be sufficient as a pleading to present the question. Barnett 273 SW2d 878.
EDDIE ESCAMILLA (No. 60,393; Reversed; 3-11-81)
FUNDAMENTALLY DEFECTIVE INDICTMENT: While the indictment charged D with
burglary of a building not then and there open to the public, the court's
charge failed to include the above underlined language and therefore the
charge permitted the jury to convict on facts not constituting an offense.
Dowden 537 SW2d 5.
SALVADOR BAEHR (No. 64,988; Reversed; 3-11-81)
WHATIS "PRIOR CRIMINAL RECORD"?: C.C.A. held that neither the deferred
adjudication order nor the motion or amended motion to revoke probation is
a "prior criminal record" within the meaning of Article 37.07, Section 3
(a) and their admission into evidence over a valid objection was reversible error. The trial court should have simply admitted the sentence,
without the foregoing instruments. Thornton 576 SrN2d 407
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EX PARTE WILLIAM SPAULDING, I11 (NO. 66,005; Remanded for Reasonable Bond;
3-11-81)
METHOD OF REVIEW RE MATTERS PERTAINING TO BAIL PENDING APPEAL: Matters
pprtaining,to bail pending appeal may be brought to the C.C.A. by appeal
under Article 44.04(g) and Article 44.34, C.C.P. or by original habeas
corpus application under C.C.A.'s constitutional authority to consider
applications for writs of habeas corpus which present issues concerning
bail pending appeal. Article 5, Section 5, Texas Constitution.
RALPH TOVAR (No. 66,789; Reversed; 3-11-81)
FATALLY DEFECTIVE INDICTMENT: A relevant portion of the indictment
alleged that D did unlawfully with intent to deliver, intentionally and
knowingly possess a controlled substance, namely, marijuana. The indictment does not allege an offense. An indictment for delivery of marijuana must allege the amount of marijuana delivered or whether the delivery was for remuneration. Ex parte Barcelo 577 SW2d 499. Further, an
intent to deliver marijuana does not constitute a "delivery" under the
Act. See Section 1.02(a). Likewise, in order to allege a felony offense,
an indictment for possession of marijuana must allege that the defendant
possessed a usable quantity of marijuana of more than 4 ounces, which was
not done in this case. Lejeune 538 SW2d 775.
MANUEL CUELLAR, JR. (No. 59,894; Reversed; 3-18-01)

,

POST ARREST SILENCE: D was charged with voluntary manslaughter. D.A.
questioned him as to his post arrest silence as to a knife and gun that
the deceased had which D had never mentioned during pre-trial silence,
over D's objection. C.C.A. held that the use of D's silence for impeachment purposes after the time of arrest and after he received Miranda
warnings was a violation of due process clause of 14th Amendment. Doyle
vs. Ohio 426 U.S. 610 (1976).
ROBERT LOAR (No. 59,986; Affirmed; 3-18-81)
STATEMENT UNDER ARREST: D was stopped for going the wrong way on a one
wav street. After D crot out of the car, officer noticed his lack of contrDl and asked him if-he had been drinking. D replied "one glass of wine".
C.C.A. held this statement was made during the stop for a traffic violation and was not the product of custodial interrogation and therefore not
a violation of Miranda. Further, D testified himself to making the same
statement.
ROBERT THOMPSON (NO. 59,998; Affirmed; 3-18-81)

-

EVIDENCE OF FLIGHT: Immediately after robbery, D and
EXTRANEOUS OFFENSE
others were chased by police and momentarily eluded them. In the meantime
D committed another robbery and stole the man's car. Within hours and
while fleeing, D was arrested. C.C.A. held that the extraneous aggravated
robbery was admissible, being "part of and incidental to D's attempted
flight to avoid arrest". Hunter 530 SW2d 573. D's reliance upon Rogers
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484 Sw2d 708 and Riles 557 SV12d 95 is misplaced as in neither case could
it be said that D was consciously attem2ting to escape the immediate consequences of his act.
5. .*

CHARLES HITCHCOCK (No. 60,147; Reversed; 3-13-81)

-

*
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LIMITING CHARGE RE .USE OF EXTRANEOUS OFFENSES: In indecency with a child
case, State introduced evidence of the commission of additional offenses
of rape, incest and sodomy. D objected and submitted a requested instruction appropriately limiting the jury's use of said extraneous offenses.
Court erred in refusing to limit the jury's consideration of the extraneous offenses to those purposes for which they were admitted. Sates 305
SW2d 366; Johnson 509 SW2d 639.
CHARLES BEAR (No. 60,398: Affirmed; 3-18-81)

-

-

TESTINONY OF EX-WIFE
COMPETENT
COMMUNICATIONS NOT PRIVILEGED: Exwife testified over objection that murder for which defendant was on
trial occurred while she was married to D; that on the day of the murder
and prior thereto D told her he was going to kill the deceased and later
that he had killed the deceased. These statements were made in the presence and hearing of D's mother as well as in the presence of his ex-wife.
D on appeal contended that these communications may be related in court
only by those third persons (i.e., D's mother) citing 61 Tex.Jur.2d.
Witnesses, Section 102, Gilmore 241 SW2d 492 and Graham 11 SW2d 781.
Statements between husband and wife which are overheard by a third person
do not come within the privilege of Article 38.11, C.C.P.
Gibson 516
SW2d 406. Such communications witnessed by a third party simply lose
their confidential character. Barwell 242 SH2d 358. Since D's ex-wife
was no longer his spouse and was competent to testify (Robinson 487 SW2d
757) and since the communications in question were not privileged under
Article 38.11, there was no error in their achission, D's reliance on
the foregoing authorities is misplaced.
HOLLIS MOORE (No. 60,429; Reversed; 3-18-81)
CHARGE FUNDAMENT-ALLY ERRONEOUS: Indictment alleged burglary by entering
P.C.; the jury
a habitation and committing theft via Section 30.02(a)(3),
charge submitted the case as one charging burglary by entering a habitation with intent to commit theft via Section 30.02(a) (1). The charge was
thus fundamentally erroneous. -Shaw
557 SN2d 305; Whitlow 567 SW2d 522.
-

FEDERAL CASES

s

US.
.. v. Clay, No. 80-5296, Judge Hatchett, Panel Opinion, 3-5-81, Affirmed.
SEARCH & SEIZURE - STANDARD FOR SEARCHING CARRY ON LUGGAGE AT AIRPORT. Held: The standard for searching passengers' luggage
a t the check-in point ( m a y machine) is the same as a t a border, namely,
suspicious conduct is not necessary. "We authorize such searches on mere
or unsupported suspicion [of the X-Ray machine showing a dark, unidentified

U.S. v. Gordon, No.
Affirmed.

80-5252, Judge Markey, Panel Opinion, 3-5-81;

THEFT OF MARIJUANA FROM THE GOVERNMENT - After marijuana was
seized from a vessel off the coast of Florida it was being burned by the
government and the defendant stole some of it. When he was charged with
theft of government property, he claimed that the marijuana was not
government property because of lack of proper forfeiture notice, which
argument failed because marijuana becomes property of the government the
moment it is seized. His argument that the indictment is faulty because it
contains the word "property" instead of the statutory language "thing of
value of" fails because clear notice was given of the charge. Finally, the
marijuana was a "thing of value" because value may also be "thieves1 value";
therefore, the District Court properly foreclosed Gordon from arguing his
"value" contentions to the jury.
U.S. v. Lara, No. 80-5355,
Remanded (Direct Appeal).

Judge Anderson, Panel Opinion, 3-5-81,

SEARCH & SEIZURE - AIRPORT - A narcotics officer approached the
defendant without any probable cause or suspicion after he had purchased an
airplane ticket and was waiting on the plane t o takeoff. The officer asked
t o see the airline ticket, then asked the defendant for identification and
asked him, "What's your real name?" to which the defendant responded by
giving his real name. The defendant disclaimed ownership in a bag and
marijuana was found in the bag.
The District Court suppressed the evidence finding that there was a
"Terry" stop without reasonable suspicion or articulable facts. The Fifth
Circuit held "Since only Justices Stewart and Rehnquist addressed the
[in United States v. Mendenhall,
U.S.
, 100 S.Ct. 870
seizure
(1980)l Mendenhall provides no binding precedent on the issue [of whether or
not there is a seizure a t the time that agents confront a traveller and ask
the traveller questi0ns.J The test in the Fifth Circuit is whether under the
totality of the circumstances a reasonable person would have thought he was
not free t o leave. United States v. Elmore, 595 F.2d 1036 (5th Cir. 1979).

issue

This judgment may involve looking a t matters "as nebulous as t h e tone of
an officer's question." (In Elmore the Court found that there was no seizure
up until the time that a DEA agent carried the defendant's airline ticket
away from the counter.)
In Boles 625 F.2d 526 (5th Cir. 1980), the Court found that there was

a seizurewhen a detective passed an individual who was walking down an
airport concourse, held out his credentials, and turned t o face the
defendant, blocking his path and forcing him t o stop; the analogy was t o a
traffic stop by means of flashing lights or sirens.
The Trial Court's relying on t h e necessarily illegal seizure from the
initial contact was clearly erroneous under the Elmore standard and the
Court remands the case for further factual findings under the Elrnore
standard.

U. S. v. Perr , No. 80-1116, Judge Tate, Panel Opinion, 3-5-81, Reversed

d

l

.
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MARKET VALUE
Market value is wholesaler's value and not retailer's
value. On a n indictment for transporting in interstate commerce stolen
goods of a value in excess of $5,000, knowing same t o have been stolen,
because it was not clear t o the defendant that he was transporting the
previous1 -stolen goods, they cannot be considered for the purposes of
d
o
n in determining the existence of the $5,000 statutory minimum.
!'Nothing in the indictment states or suggests that anything other than a
single criminal a c t is contemplated."
U. S. v. Cross, No. 79-5704, Judge Rubin, Panel Opinion, 3-13-81, Reversed
in part (Direct Appeal).

NAKING FALSE MATERIAL DECLARATIONS BEFORE A GRAND JURY.
The evidence adduced in support of one of the counts consisted only of two
conflicting statement&
One of the statements was made while the
defendant was under oath, but the other was not made under oath. This was
insufficient a s a matter of law t o support t h e conviction.
U. S. v. Davis, No. 79-5484, Judge Allgood, Panel Opinion, 3-12-81,
Reversed and Remanded (Direct Appeal).

CONSPIRING TO POSSESS WITH INTENT TO DISTRIBUTE AND FOR
POSSESSION WITH INTENT TO DISTRIBUTE MARIJUANA. The Court held
that the compulsory process clause of the Sixth Amendment forbade the
exclusion o$ otherwise admissible impeachment evidence a s a sanction t o
enforce discovery rule or orders agains the defendant; the Trial Court

abused its discretion excluding two witnesses who have testified that the
key government witness had a reputation for lacking truth and veracity and
because the role of the government's witnesses was so central t o the jury's
erception of his credibility, the error was not harmless beyond a reasonable
kubt.
Johnson v. Hopper, No. 79-3804, Judge Politz, Panel Opinion, 3-12-81,
Reversed and Remanded (Habeas Corpus).
CONFLICT OF INTEREST. Held: The petitioner was deprived of effective
assistance of counsel as theresult of his attorney's joint representation of
three defendants a t the state criminal trial, because the testimony that the
petitioner's co-defendant tended t o exculpate the co-defendant and dramatically inculpated the petitioner. Counsel's inability t o function in a
conflict-free atmosphere violated the petitioner's constitutional right t o the
effective assistance of counsel under the Sixth Amendment and the
infraction of that right could not be treated as harmless error.

JEOPARDY, CARVING, AND COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL
Continued from page 14
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separate charge of the underlying offense of robbery ,with firearms because under Oklahoma
statute proof of the lesser crime of robbery with
firearms was necessary to a conviction of the
greater crime of felony murder. Harris u. Okbhoma, 433 US. 682 (1977).
The Blockburger and Brown reasoning also applies
to "double enhancement" of punishment when
two enhancing statutes are used to "bootstrap"
each other by proof of the same elements. In
Simpson v. United States, 435 US. 6 (1978),
two defendants were convicted of aggravated robbery in violation of 18 U.S.C.A. Sec. 2113{a),
(d). The punishment may be enhanced under Sec.
(d) if a dangerous weapon is used. Title 18
U.S.C.A. Sec. 924(c) provides for an additional
penalty if a firearm is used to commit any federal
felony. The defendants were convicted under
both statutes and sentenced to consecutive terms
for each statute. The Court, citing Brown, supra,
held that this was impermissible as it arose &om a
single transaction. Therefore, the government
could not enhance an already enhanced statute
using proof of the same facts to support each enhancement provision.
The converse to the Blockburgar rule is that m d tiple prosecution is not barred by separate statutes
so long as each statute requires proof of a fact
which the other does not. BY applying this reasoning one can see how the federal governemnt can
arrive at a multiple count indictment for what
appears to most to be the commissin of a single
crime.
C. STATE DETERMINATION OF "SAME OFFBNSE"
1. Generally
a. Historically, Texas courts have spoken in terms
of the "same transaction'' rather than the
"same offense'kd the early case of Kellett v.
State, 51 Tex.Crim. 641, 103 S.W. 882 (1907),
recognized a distinction between prior acquittal
and prior conviction:
"Autrefois acquit is only available in cases
where the transaction is the same, and the
two indictments are susceptible of the
same proof, while autrefois convict only
requires that the transaction or the facts
constituting it he the same." (citing Sirnco
v. State, 9 Tex.App. 338, and Wright v.
State, 17 TexApp. 152.)
The passage of time, the emergence of the doctrine of carving, and possibly the unfortunate
seleotion of the French language to express
Texas law have melded these earlier distinctions
and this writer will leave it to legal historians
to trace the heritage of present decisions. The
practitioner may well be better served by examing the decisions as they apply to the factual
circumstances which have arisen to date.

2. Carving
a. ~efinition
"(W)hen one transaction is presented to the
government which may include distinct criminal offenses by different names, the government can carve but once. It can take the greater, and prosecute for that; or it can take the
lesser offense, and ptoseuae for that; and a
prosecution for either will equally be a bar to
another subsequent prosecution for the other
offense, which involved the same transaction,''
Herrera v. State, 34 S.W. 943 (Tex.Crim.App.
1896). This definition was narrowed somewhat
in Ex Parte Caldwell, 537 S.W.2d 265, 266
(Tex.Crim.App. 1976) and restated as:
"Where the record shows that more than
one offense is committed against the same
comphinant in a single transaction occurring at the same time and place, the State
may carve only one of these offenses to
prosecute, and separate convictions for
each offense under such circumstances
would constitute a violation of the double
jeopardy clauses of both state and federal
constitutions." (emphasisin opinion).
Even more refmed definitions have evolved as
the court h a . reviewed its past "carving"
decisions and found them to deal primarily
with assanltive acts. Therefore, the following
l a n ~ a g e can be found in Orosco v. State,
590 S.W.2d 121,124 (1979):
'Tn Hawkins v. State, 535 S.W.2d 359
(Tex.Crim.App. 1976), this Courr reviewed
numerous cases concerning double jeopardy and carving. The Court found that
double jeopardy attached when multiple
offenses had arisen Gom an uninterrupted
and continuous sequence of events or assaultive acts directed toward a single
victim."
Given the apparent direction of the court's
decisions the carving doctrine definition may
&ally be whittled down to delete the word
"events" so that carving deals only with assaultive acts.
b. Cases Applying the Carving Doctrine
Cases which apply the carving doctrine generally speak in terms of one of the three definitions above and hold that the facts show the
same transaction" or a "continuous sequence
of events." However, cases which hold that
carving does not apply also seem to involve
some of these same concepts; therefore, it is
useful to review the cases in the area and make
comparisons where appropriate.
(1) Aggravated assault-Assault with intent to
murder
Defendant hit his wife between the eyes
with an orange, hit her with his fist,
knocked her down, kicked her, followed
her to the bog pen, then to the house,
6'

beating her all the way. Once convicted
of aggravared assault he could not he convicted of assault with intent to murder because all of the incidents were one and the
,same continuous act or transaction. Paschal
v. State, 90 S.W. 878 (Tex.Crim.App.
1905).
(2) Aggravated assault-False imprisonment
The defendant was tried for both offenses
at the same time and the jury returned a
verdict of &ty, k t , of false imprisonment and then of aggravated assault. The
defendant jumped in the victim's car,
held a knife on her, and directed her to
drive a short distance when she spotted
the police who came to her aid and xrested the defendant. The evena took
about ten minutes and were held to be the
same transaction. Price v. State, 475
S.W.2d 742 (Tex.Crim.App. 1972).
(3) Sexual offenses
The defendant indecently exposed himself,
fondled, then raped the prosecutrix all on
the same day. He pleaded guilty to all
three offenses and the decision contains
no further d e t d . The court held that two
of the three offenses were barred by
carving because "although the three offenses are in contemplation of h w separate
and distinct, the facts in these cases were
all proved by the same acts and evidence
as a single assault." Ex h r t e Calderon,
508 S.W.2d 560 (Tex.Crim.App. 1974).
But compare aldero on, supra, with Lee v.
State, 505 S.W.2d 816 (TexCrim.App.
1974) decided earlier the same year. In
Lee, supra, the defendant forced his penis
in the victim's mouth, anus, and committed cunnilingus npon her all at the same
place in the same morning. The court sustained separate convictions for each of
the three crimes. In ~ a k o n supra,
,
the
court stated that Calderon was unlike Lee,
supra, because in Lee "(we) held that the
offenses were separate and distinct both in
contemplation of law and npon the facts
of those cases, the three offenses not
having been proven by the same acts or
evidence." It appears that the court is
telling us that these two animals are different because in Lee, supra, we held
that a muk is a mule hut in Calderon,
supra, we held that a mule is a billy goat.
(4) Robbery and assaultive crimes
~f in the continuing course of the assaultive conduct that forms the basis of a robbery, the defendant commits the same or
related assanltive acts against a single
victim, carving will allow only a single
prosenttion. ~ u c k e f tv. State, 454 S.W.
755 (Tex.Crim.App. 1970); Ex Parte

Evan$, 530 S.Wdd 589 (Tex.Crim.App.
1975); JWI u. State, 535 S.W.2d 352
(Tes.Crii.App, 1976)i M c e u. State,
549 S.W.2d 753 (Tex.Crh.App. 1977);
Ex P u t e CavitreU, 580 S.W.2d 369 (Tex.
CrimApp. 1979); Ex Parfe OM$CO, 590
S.W.2d 121 (Tex.Crim.App. 1979); Bx
Parte C m , 590 S.W.2d 712 (Tex.im.
App. 1979).
In Evans, mpprq t h e defendant took the
victim's wallet and shot him in the stomach. The victim ran away and the defendant then took the victim's car. The trial
court reasoned that there were orno offenaes because the victim had sun away
from the scene and the theft. of the car
was removed in time from the robbery.
Defendant's subsequent conviction of theft
after his robbery conviction was set aside
because the "antecedent violence
was
so closely intertwined with theft of the
victitny8money, billfold, and vehide.)'
In Orosco, supra, the defendant appeared
at the victim% screen doom and produced
a knife, after being let in, he put the knife
away but told the victim to go upsairs
where he raped her. Both put on their
clothes and went downstairs where the
defendant took a T.V. mdleft. The court
denied convictions for both aggravated
rape and aggravated robbery on the
grounds that the initial showing of the
knife was the underlying aggravating
citcnmsmce for both rape and robbery.
The court held, *'His acts were an uninterrupted and continuous assauItive act
against a single victim."

.. .

But compare Caldwenv. State, 537 S.W.26
265 (Tex.Crirn.App. 1976). Here the defendant and another man stopped the
victim as she was leaving the store she
managed. They f w e d her back inside at
gun painr and demanded that she open
the safe. She caned her employer and putporredfy gave a combination to the twa
robbers. The orher man told defendant
t o take her t o the back room and tie her
up while he continued t6 try to open the
safe. Defendant raped the victim in the
back room before tying her up. The
court h d d that the robbery and the a p e
did not occur in a single transaction or
in the same place or at the same time.
That "When appellant took her into
another room . and raped her, this constituted an addirional assault at a differnt
p k e and at a different time, and was a
separate offense."No violation o f the
carving doctrine was presented. The
~aldwell,suprq case was not cited in
the opinion in Orosco, supra,

..
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c.

Kidnapping and sexual abuse
Defendant could not be convicted of both
offenses when he picked up hitchhikers
and forced them to go with him in his
car and commit sodomy upon him. (Note:
this is not a "multivictim" carving case
because he was convicted of both offenses
as to each boy.) Phillips 9. Stafe, 597
S.W.2d 929 (Tex.Crim.App. 1980).
It should be noted that each of the preceding cases involved a single victim.
Drug related offenses
The simultaneous possession of two narcotic drugs will sustain only one conviction. Jones u. State, 482 S.W.2d 194
(Tex.Crim.App. 1972). Possession of both
drugs is made unlawful under the same
statute.
Possession offenses
The simultaneousillegal possession of more
than one like object is a single offense.
Chessnuin v. State, 520 S.W.2d 382 (Tex.
Crim.App. 1975) (porno casz-reel of
and maeazine
euual one offense).
9
Cases Denying the Application of the Csrving
Doctrine
The decisions denying carving and dowing
multiple convictions u s d y do SO with the
explanation that the cases involve "separate
offenses," "separate and distinct acts," %eparate transactions" or some simihl variation to
these phrases. Some examples follow:
(1) Multiple victims
The defendant was convicted of robbery
of a liquor store manager and also for robbery of a customer who came into the
store after the manager was tied up and relieved of his money. The court held that
these were "separate acts!'~ra&y v. State,
478 S.W.2d 527 (Tex.Crim.App. 1972).
Two murders during the same robbery are
"two separate" acts and will sustain two
separate convictions. Scott u. State, 490
S.W.2d 578 (Tex.Crim.App. 1973). Likewise, robbery of one store employee and
the shooting of another will sustain separate verdicts for robbery and assault with
intent to murder. In rhi case the employee
that was shot was standing at another re@ter when the defendant's gun discharged
as he was putting the money taken &om
the &st employee in his pocket. The court
held that even so, these were separate offenses. Jones u. State, 502 S.W.2d 164
(Tex.Ctim.App. 1973).
(2) Separate offenses or transactions
The cases listed below were said to involve
separate offenses or transactions not subject to carving.
(a) Escape from jail and robbery
Here the defendant, a prisoner, ob-

tained a rifle and used it to rob the
sheriff and escape from jail. He was
convicted of both offenses. The court
held, in a very brief opinion, chat the
two offenses were separate. The wurt
noted that the escape was not an offense against the sheriff. Without so
ruling it appears that the court was
also applying the "two victim" test.
Judge Clinton (the previous author
and lecturer for this topic for the 1979
Advanced Criminal Law Course) gave
an interesting and well reasoned dissent. Fit& v. State, 580 S.W.2d 372
(Tex.Crim.App. 1979).
(b) Trespass and theft
Defendant was convicted of criminal
trespass on the University of Houston
gzounds and the subsequent theft of
a bicycle. The court held that the w e pass was complete when he entered
the grounds and therefore these were
"separate transactions." Robinson v.
State, 530 S.W.2d 592 (Tex.Crim.App.
1975).
(c) Possession offenses and other crimes
A defendant who robbed a store with
an illegal sawed off shotgun could be
convicted for both possession of the
weapon and aggravated robbery. The
court held that the two were "separate
and distinct offenses in law and in
fact,'' reasoning that the possessory
offense was completed the moment
defendant obtained possession of the
weapon. Hrtwkins v. State, 353 S.W.2d
359 (Tex.Crim.App. 1976) contains a
discussion of many of the carving cases
decided prior to this decisions. For
possession of a pistol and murder see
Uribe v. State, 573 S.W.2d 819 (Tex.
Crim.App. 1978); possession of a pistol and marijuana, Patterson o. State,
581 S.W.2d 696 (Tex.Crim.App. 1979).
(d) Single victim-separate offense
The defendant was convicted of assault with intent to commit rape in
Travis County although acquitted of
raping the same victim in Williamson
County. The defendant had abducted
the victim in Travis County, took her
to Hays County, then back through
Travis County to WJlamson County.
He is alleged t o have committed vaxious nefarious acts on this journey and
the two in question were a day apart.
The court held that even though the
prosecutrix was the victim of continuous assauldve transactions, several
other transactions and completed
crimes occurred. Douthit v. State,

482 S.W.2d 155 (Tex.Crim.App. 1972),
affirmed 540 F.2d 800 (5th Cir.
1976). There appears to be a time
when a continuous transaction which
, would ordinarily support carPing, becomes too continuous and thus spawns
separate transactions. See also Ex
Parte Galdwell, supra.
( e ) Traffic offenses
Most traffic offenses haw been held
to be separate offenses and not subject
to carving. A driving on the wrong
side of the road conviction will not
bar a D.W.I. conviction. McMihn v.
State, 468 S.W.2d 444 (Tex.Crim.App.
1971). See also Gekrke v. State, 507
S.W.2d 550 (Tex.Crim.App. 1974).
Fleeing from a police officer and aggravated assault with a motor vehicle
are separate offenses even though they
arise out of the same high speed chase.
Muncy v, State, 505 S.W.Zd 925
(Tex.Crim.App. 1974). Public intoxication and involuntary manslaughter
convictions which arise from the same
auto c o h i o n ace separate offenses.
Arrendondo v. State, 582 S.W.2d 457
(Tex.Crim.App. 1979). However, a
conviction in municipal court for ddving with no operator's license win
bar a conviction for ddving while
license suspended because they are
"based on the same acts." Benard v.
State, 481 S.W.2d427 (Tex.Crim.App.
1972).
(f) Burglary and theft
Defendant was convicted of burglary
and &o of theft of property taken i n
the burglary. Without further explanation the court held that "it is well
established that where one commits
bur&
and after the felonious entry
he commits another offense, he may
be prosecuted for both offenses, and
neither prosecution is a bar to the trial
of the other." Bingham v. State, 523
S.W.2d 948 [Tex.Crim.App. 1975).
Several earlier cases are cited therein.
(But compare this to the Joknson
cases discussed under collateral estop
pel VI, B, 2, c, mfra)
(3) Juvenile offenses
Conduct previously adjuaicated in juvenile
court cannot form the basis of a subsequent conviction by reason of the double
jeopardy clause of the B t h amendment.
Breed v. Jones, 421 U.S. 519 (1975).
A conviction was obtained m violation of
the double jeopardy clause because an adjudicatory hearing on the same conduct
had been previously held in juvenile court.

That conviction cannot thereafter be used
to enhance a defendan&
Ex Parte Ekzalde, 594 S.W.2d 105 (Tex.
Crlm.App. 1980).
(4) Greater and lesser included offenses
"Whatever the sequence may be, the fifth
amendment forbids successive prosecution
and cumulative punishment for a greater
and lesser included offense." Brown v.
O h , suppa; Harris v. Oklukoma, supra.
There is an exception to this rule when at
the time of the &st lesser prosecution a l l
of the additional bets necessary to prove
the greater offense had not occurred.
Jeffers v. United States, 432 US. 137
(1977): Graves v. State, 539 S.W.2d 890
(Tex.Crim.App. 1976) (where victim died
after &st trial).
(51 Attempts and conspiracy
A conviction for either the attempt or the
completed crime will bar prosecution for
the other. Niekm v. Strite, 437 S.W.2d
862 (Tex.Crim.App. 1969); Giks v. United
States, 57 P 2 d 588 (9th Cir. 1946), cert,
denied 331 US. 813. Prosecution for
either conspiracy or the object crime will
not bar prosecution for the other. Paning
ton v. State, 489 S.W.2d 607 (Tex.Crim.
App. 1972); Pereira v. United Stafes,
347 U.S. 1 (1954); Jannelli v. United
States, 420 U.S. 770 (1975).
VII. COLLATERAI. ESTOPPEL
A. INTRODUCTION
In 1970 the Supreme Court held that the federal
rule of colhterd estoppel is embodied in the fifth
amendment's guaranty against dobule jeopardy and
therefore the rule's applicability in a particular case
was no longer t o be left for state court determination
within the broad bounds of fundamental fairness
but is a constitutional fact. Ashe v. Swenson, 397
U.S. 436 (1970).
B. THE RULE
Collateral estoppel as defined in Aske, supra, means
"[WJhen an ishle of ultimate fact has once been
determined by a valid and bal judgment, that issue
cannot again be litigated between the same parties
in any h r e lawsuit."
1. The Facts in Ashe Y. S U J M S O ~
An examination of the facts in Aske u. Swenson
is helpful to an snalysis of the case and in understanding the application of the rule of collateral
estoppel. The defendant, dong with three other
men, was charged with the robbery of each of six
poker players. The evidence was clear that the
players had been robbed by three or fout men and
that the robbery was a single event involving six
victims. At the defendant's &st trial for the robbery of one of the victims the evidence as t o his
identity was weak and he was acquitted. The defendant was tried a second time for the robbery
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of another of the victims and this time the eye
witnesses' testimony was more definite and theit
testimony as to defendant's identity was stronger
Further, the state did not call one of the "weaker"
identity witnesses. He was convicted.
2. Application of the Rule
a. Federal Application
The Supreme Court set forth the following
standard for the application of the rule:
"[TI he rule of collateral estoppel in criminal cases is not to be applied with the
hypertechnical and archaic approach of a
19th Century pleading book, but with
realism and rationality. Where a previous
judgment of acquittal was based upon a
general verdict, as is usually the case, this
approach requires a court to 'examine the
record of a prior proceeding, t a h g into
account the pleadings, evidence, charge,
and other relevant matter, and conclude
whether a rational jury could have grounded its verdict upon an issue other than that
which the defendant seeks to foredose
from consideration,' The inquiry 'must be
set in a practical frame and viewed with an
eye to d the circumstances of the proceeding' . . . any test more technically
restrictive would, of course, simply amount
to a rejection of the rule
'"
In a footnote to this statement the Supreme
Coua recognized that if this practical application of the mle was not followed the government or a later court could always contend
that a ju ry disbelieved or disregarded uncontradicted evidence or find some other "out" to
explain away the basis of the acquittal.
By applying this test, the Supreme Court held
that the only rational issue for the jury in the
first trial t o have considered was the identity
of the accused. Therefore, once acquitted, the
issue of his idenity had been resolved in his
favor and he could not be retried on this
issue.
An example of a contrary factual conclusion
is found in United States v. Smith, 470 F.2d
1299 (5th Cir. 1973). Here a defendant was
acquitted of altering a forged treasury check
but later convicted of forgery of the same
check. After examining the evidence the C O U ~
determined that the accused's prior acquittal
could haw been decided on the basis of his
identity as the person who cashed the check
rather than on the forgery issue.,
For further examples of federal application see
Turner v. Arkwas, 407 US. 366 (1972);
Hawis v. Washington, 404 US. 55 (1971);
Simpson u. Fbrida, 403 U.S. 384 (1971).
b. State Application
(1) Limitations to prior acquittal
The doctrine of collateral estoppel is
limited to situations where the prior judg

. ..

ment resulted in acquittal. Lamberson v.
State, 509 S.W.2d 328 (Tex.Crim. App.
1974).
(2) Lesser included offenses
The Texas Courts have analyzed many
cases where the defendant urges a prior
acquittal of a higher degree of offense by
virtue of his conviction on a lesser charge
in eerms of collateral estoppel. Examples
follow.
A defendant was found guilty of murder
without malice on a ju1y charge which had
submitted both murder with and murder
without malice. At the punishment phase
the jury deadlocked and a mistrial was dedared. Upon retrial the defendant was
found g d t y of murder without malice
and this conviction was reversed because
the cona reasoned that under collateral
estoppel guidelines the issue of malice
had been found in defendant's favor at
the first trial. Turner v. State, 518 S.W.2d
243 (Tex.Crim.App. 1975).
But, where a jury voted unanimously for
acquittal of attempted murder but split
evenly on a lesser induded offense and
therefore failed to return a verdict on the
guilt issue, the doctrine of collateral estoppel was not reached because no verdict
was returned. Hawthorn v. Ciblin, 589
S.W.2d 431 (Tex.Crim.App. 1979).
But compare further with Idrogo v. State,
589 S.W.2d 433 (Tex.Oim.App. 1979).
Here the court submitted a charge to the
jury on murder but not on aggravated assault. The jury wrote in aggravated assault
in place of murder on the verdict form and
the trial court accepted a verdict of aggravated assault. The Texas Court of Criminal
Appeals reversed, saying the charge did not
authorize such conviction but also held
that the jury had Ympliedly found" him
not guilty of murder so that on retrial he
could only be convicted of aggravated
assault.
(3) Separate transactions
If the prior acquittal involves a separate
transaction so that the first jury could
have based their verdict on different
acts at different times and locations, collateral estoppel d not bar the subsequent
conviction. Dou$hjt v. State, supra, (two
rapes of the same v i c h on different
days in different counties); S u m n v.
Texas, 495 S.W.2d 912 (Tex.Crim.App.
1973) (robbery of store and subsequent
assault on police officer who stopped
getaway auto).
(4) Procedure for review
A plea of coUateral estoppel should be supported by evidence and the record in the

case must be such that the court can review the facts supporting the plea.
Otherwise, even though the plea is of constitutional dimension the court has nothing
on which t o make a finding. Skaffer v.
State, 477 S.W.2d 873 (Tex.Crim.App.
1972).
c. Federal Applications Reviewing and Reversing
State Application
In two significant decisions, the Fifth Circuit
has reviewed the Texas application of the collateral estoppel rule and in both have held in
effect that the state was engaging in just the
kind of "hypertechnical approach" that Aske v.
Swenson, supra, condemned. Green v. Estelte,
601 P.2d 877 (1979); Johnson v. Estelle,
506 F.2d 347 (5th Cir. 1975). In Green the
defendant and another kidnapped two boys
and placed them in the trunk of their car. The
companion later opened the trunk and Gred
a volley of shots into it, killing the two boys.
Green was present at the time. Green was tried
for murder of one of the boys and found guilty
of murder without malice. He was tried again
for the killing of the ather boy and found
guilty of murder. The state had sought to explain the Grst jury's verdict by stating that it
was unsupported by the evidence and was
grounded on matters other than factual determinations (such as defendant's youth). See
Ex Parte Green, 548 S.W.2d 914 (Tex.Crim.
App. 1977). The Fifth Circuit held that if the
stare were allowed to speculate about the
motives of a jury's verdict, collateral estoppel
would never be applied. The Fifth Circuit took
the &st jury at its word and rnled that the
issue of malice had been found in defendant's
favor.
In Johnson v. Estelle, supra, the defendant
was acquitted of burglary with intent to commit rape. The Texas Court of Criminal ~ p p e a k
rnled in 1968 Uoknson v. State, 432 S.W.2d 98
[Tex.Crim.App. 19681) that the two were
separate offenses and could support separate
verdicts. As to the arguments advanced by
the state in responding to petitioner's writ the
Fifth Circuit responded: "This Court usually
finds that its supply of ingenious semantic
puzzles and fantastic hypotheticals emanate
from the supplication of defendants . But
fantastic hypotheticals introduced by the State
to avoid the defense of double jeopardy are
subject to a different sfindud." Un&r the
facts of this case a rational jury could have
based its decision in the first trial only on negative findings on the issues of identity or intent
to commit rape and both of these issues were
necessary to convictian on the second case. A
negative Goding as to either one would prevent
the issue from being retried; therefore, collateral estoppel applied.

. .

W I . MISTRIALS
A. GENERALLY
Although the Supreme Court has recognized the right
of an accused to have his trial completed by a particular tribunal, a retrial is not automatically barred
under the Constitutional protection against double
jeopardy when a criminal proceeding is terminated
without finally tesolving the merits of the charges
against the a~cused.~Arizonav. Washington, 434
US. 497 (1978). The Texas Courts, although sometimes using different language, generally follow the
principles discussed under this topic.
B. THE RULE OF "MANIFEST NECESSITY"
1. Generally
An order of mistrial will not bar a retrial where
there is a manifest necessity for the act or the ends
of the public justice would otherwise be defeated.
United States v. Perez, 9 US. (Wheat.) 579 (1924);
Illinois u. Somenrille, 410U.S. 458 (1973).
2. Application
a. There is no mechanical formula for ascertaining
when "manifest necessity" for granting a mistrial exists and the trial court has broad discretion, Illinois V . Somerville, supra.
b. If a procedural error affecting the trial would
make reversal on appeal a certainty, retrial
after order of mistrial is not barred. Illinois v.
Sornerville, supra.
c. A mistrial granted after the jury becomes
deadlocked will not bar a retrial unless abuse
of discretion is shown. United States u. Powless,
546 F.2d 792 (8th Cir. 1976), cert. denied,
430 US. 910 (1977).
d. A mistrial gtanted upon prosecutor's request
after improper comments in defense counseI's
opening statement will not bar retrial. Arizona
v. Waskington, .wpm
e. The burden of justifying the mistrial and showing "manifest necessity" is on the government.
Arizona v. Washington,supra
f. If the trial court arbitrarily orders a new trial
without regard to actual circumstances, a retrial is barred United States v. Jom, 400 US.
470 (1970). (So that prosecution witnesses
could consult their attorneys.)
g. If the prosecution seeks a mistrial merely on
the gtounds that a witness is not available and
he has proceeded to cria in spite of this fact,
or through negligence, a retrial is barred.
Downurn Y, United States, 372 US. 734
(1963). Citing Doowlumq Texas has followed
this rnle in McCIendon a. State, 583 S.W.2d
777 (1979).

C. DEFENSE REQUESTS FOR MISTRIAL
1. Generally
If the defendant requests the mistrial, retrial is not
barred even if the q u e s t is made because of
judicial or prosecutorial error. 7hiited States v.
Dinih, 424 U.S. 600 (1976).
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2. Pwsecutorial or Judicial Overreaching
If the defendant's motion for mistrial was prompted by judicial or prcsemcutorial overreaching or by
had faith conduct designed ta harass the defendant with a subsequent prosecution or to save the
instauf prosecution &om an acquittal, retrial may
he barred. United States v. Diniter, supra; United
States v. Kessler, 530 F.2d 1246 (5th Cis. 1976).
But retrial may be permitted if prosecutor's conduct was unintentional. Uni&d States v. Buzxard,
540 F.2d 1383 (10th Cir. 1976).

IX. APPEALS

A. APPEALS BY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
The government is limited in its right to appeal by
the double jeopardy clause. In determining whether
or not the government may appeal a judicial order,
the test is: %whether the ruling o f the judge, whatever its label, actually represents a resolution, correct
or not, of some or all of the factual elements of the
offense charge!'
United S m e s u. Martin Linen
Supply Co., 430 U.S. 564 (1977).
A judgment of acquittal, whether based on a jury verdict of not guilty or on a ruling by the court that
the evidence is insufficient to convict, may not be
appeakd. However, when the defendant seeks to have
counts dismissed because of prejudice due to pretrial
delay and the court grants such motion unrelated
to the defendant's factual guilt he suffers no injury
under the double jeopasdy clause and the government
may appeal. United States u Scoff, 437 US. 82
(1978).
B. APPEALS BY THE DEFENDANT
1. Generally
The succes& appeal by a defendant of a conviction on any ground other than the insufbciency
of the evidence to support the verdict poses no
bar to further prosenction on the same charge.
United States v. Scott, supra.
2. Insufficiency of the Evidence
The double jeopardy clause of the fifeh amendment bars a r e t d when the reversal of a case on
appeal is for insufficiency of the evidence. Burks
v. United States, 437 U.S. 1 (1978). The reasoning is that the teversal mounts to a &dhg that
the ease should not have been submitted t o the
j41y and a judgment of acquittal should have been
entered at the tria court. &rks v. United States,
supra.
This d o & n e is fully applicable t o the states.
Green v. il.lassey, 437 US. 19 (1978). It has been
given retroactive effect in Texas by Er Carte
Reynolds, 588 s.W.2d 900 (1979). Numerous
Texas caes have been reversed on writs of habeas
corpus submitted by persons who were convisted on rerrial after theii k t conviction was
reversed for insufficiency of the evidence.
Cases reversed for insufficiency of the evidence to
prove an enhancement count may be retried and
the state may again &e@ and prove the same
enhancement ptovision. Therefore, Burks and

Green, supra, do not apply to enhancement
counts. Porier v. State, 591 S.W.2d 482 (Tex.
Crim.App. 1979); Gimw v. State, 595 S.W.2d
118 (Tex.Crim.App. 1980). The court reasoned
that "The pdor conviction is not a question of
fact which determines guilt or innocence of
appellant; rather, it is an historical &.st." See
also Cady v. State, #58,988S.W.2d-(Tex.
Crim.App. 6-18-80).

X. PUNISHMENT
A. CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED
The Constitutional guarantee against multiple punish-

ments for the same offense absolutely requires that
punishment already exacted must be fully credited
in imposing sentence upon a new conviction for the
same offense. North Carolina v. Pearce, 395 US.
711 (1969).
B. HIGHER PUNISHMENT ON RETRIAL
1. A jury may mess higher punishment on retrial
so long as the jury is not informed of the prior
sentence and the new sentence is not the result
of vindictivenem: Chaffin v. Stynchombe, 412
U.S. 1 7 (1973).
2. Sentence by Judge
A judge may not assess a higher punishment on
retrial after sucfwsful appeal unless he affumatively finds that additional conduct by the defeudant after the first sentence warrants the higher
sentence. North Cam& v. Pearce, m p , (This
is actually a due process question rather than one
of double jeopardy.)

XL PROCEDURE FOR RAISING THE PLEA OF DOUBLE
JEOPARDY
A. GENERALLY
A plea of double jeopardy must be reviewed in the interest of iustice whenever it is raised. Tortas v. Stdte,
586 s.w.;~542 (Tex.Crim.App. 19j9). It may be
raised for the 6r& time on appeal, Muncy v. State,
505 S.W.2d 925 (Tex.crim.App. 1974) or on past
conviction writ, Ex Parte Bowman, 523 S.W.2d 677
(1975).
A dekndant's plea of guilty at the second trial will
not waive a claim of double jeopardy. Ex Parte
Scelles, supra.
B. STATUTES
1. Aa. 27.05, V.A.C.C.P. (supra)
2. Art. 27.06,V.A.C.C.P.
Must be verified by &davit of the defendant.
3. Art. 27.07, V.A.C.C.P.
All issues of fact presented by a special plea s h d
be tried by the trier of facts on the trial an the
merits.
4. Art. 28.01,V.A.C.C.P.
Special plea shall be heard at the pre-trial hearing
(ifany).
5. Sufficient evidence must be includedin the record
to support factual &dings necessarp. to he made
by the reviewing court in considering the plea.
6. It should be noted t h a , although desirable, these

ly exploit and abuse;he'~n~lish
language in nineteen words:.'The trial court COY&
as do lawyers. They not only exploit mitted a reversible error in denying the
and abuse the language, but they also Defendads Motion to Suppress the
exploit and abuse one another's abuses. evidence obtainedin an unlawikl search."
Redundance in legal writing has deep
They tend to select abstract words, or
words that symbolize one's ideas, +ttl- historical roots, which to a degree insure
tudes, feelings, and intellectual qualities) their continued existence; howevet, much
rather than concrete words, or those that supetnuous legal phraseology has come
re& to objects and classes of actions? into use because of carelessness, not the
Por example, the word "plaintifP9s a writer's intention to conform to tra&concrete word because it identifies one tion. Por instance, lawyers persist in
who files a lawsuit. The word "attorney" writing %ull and void," 'force and efis also concrete because it identifies an fect," "free and dear," "give, devise,
individual by his profession. "The plain- and bequeath," "save and except:' "truth
t@s attorney" is a clear, concise, and and verwity," "rest and resideue"; the
concrete way of describing the lawyer Iist is endless. They should he aware that
that represents the one who files a law- most traditional, redundant legal phrases
suit. Alternatively, "counsel retained an serve no partic&rly effective purpose,
behalf of the party phindff' is a worth- except to make the legal document look
less and burdensome phrase of concrete and sound as if it were prepared by an
words ('(counsel" and "'plain&")
tied attorney. However, accurate, effective,
together by abstracr words ("retained:'
and concise communication should be a
"on behalf," "party") that mean nothing lawyer's objective when writing legal
documents. U n h the le@y astheticalmore than the "plaintifFs attorney!'
As these examples indicate, abstract ly pleasing word or phrase serves a valid
words should be avoided whenever pos- legal or rhetorical function, it should be
sible simply because too many of them omitted or exchanged for a word or
are requited to describe or identify some- phrase with more legal or rhetorics
thing adequately. Ba$cany, they encow- validity.
The most dominant common chuage verbosity, redundance, and worthless
word csmbinations. There is absolutely acteristic one notices when he looks at
no difference in interpretation between a legal document is the almost inspired,
''jury &.I" and "ad by jury," but but ineffective, combination of words.
lawyers invariably wtite the later. The Lawyers appear to he programmed to
following sentence is an example of ser- pse three or mote words whenever otre
bosity common to legal writing; "The or two would be adequate. The followdecision of the trial ~ o u in
a denying the ing is a list of combinations of three or
Defendant's Motion to Suppress evidence more such words, and their one-word
was reversible error3 for the reason that or twoword equivalents:
as a result of
of
it violated the Defendant's Fourth
in accordance with by, under
Amendment protection against unreasoninasmuch as
since
able searches and seizures." What this
in relation t o
about
sentence stated in thirty-six words can
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prior thereto
before
subseqnent to
after
with reference to
about, concerning
with ~espectto
about
One of the most common word combinations that rarely serves any rhetorical
purposw is "the fact that." For example,
"The fact that the plaintiff was previous
1y married may have influenced the jury."
"The fact that" adds nothing to the
sentence, which should he written: "The
plaintiffs previous maitiage may have
influenced the jury.''
The necessary care a lawyet must
exercise in choosing his dictisn goes
beyond avoidimg standard legalese and
making useless word combiiations. Additionally, he must select his words with an
awareness that legal writing is formal
writing, neither colloquial nor s l w ,
but not pretentious or pompous either.
When selecting words, one should choose
those that are common and familiar
rather than those whose exact meaning
is unknown. However, one should not
ignore a word simply because it is not
commonly used. On occasion, this word
may be appropriate, in which case it
should be used.
Moreover, the overuse of typiutllegdisms, such as "whereasp "heretofore:'
"pa~ty of the &st part," and similar
words and phrases should be avoided.
In addition, there is rarely any necessity
t o use Latin phrases. An exception
occurs when the Latin phrase has become
a term of an. Another situasion where
one may use a Lath phrase is that in
wbich the idea represented by the phase
phrase is a
becomes confusing. A L&
term of art when it has an accepted and
precisc meaninl: in the legal community,
which could be expressed in English only

by using many words.4
Just as perhaps no other traditional
profession exploits and abuses the English
hguage as does the law, there may be
&one which relips upon it mote. As a
result, a lawyer is obligated to be intimately familiar with the words he uses
in his writing. His precise diction is essential to effwuating concise legal writ-

rersihle" in this insrance is necesssy.
4 ~ n
example of a L a m phrase that has
'clmtb Brooks and Robert P a n Warran, bscome a cerm of art is ves tjrsa ibquitur. In
Modem Rhetoric, third ed. (New York, 1970), law, this has come to mean a rebuttable prep. 399.
sumption that a defendant wss nedrgent, and
d e s upon proof that the inshumcardity
%bid.
causing the mjnry was in che defendant's e*3~norsmay be euher rewrsihk m h m - elusive control, and that the ascident was one
less. Before a case can be reversed rm appeal, which ordinarily does not occur in the ahsace
the error musr have cased an mproper judg- of negligence.
rneht. Therefore, the use of the word 'be-

ing, while still insuring datity.
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PROFESSIONAL
BONDSMEN OF TEXAS,
AN ASSOCIATION
CORRECTION
Below is a cortected pamgmph from
the article, 'cAccused D.W.I. Defendant's Selecced Repeated Juty Instructions," whkh appeared on page 30 of
the March VOICE.
IV.
You are instructed that the Defendant would not be &ty of tbe felony'
offense of driving a motor vehicle upana
public highway while intoxicated, if he
was, if he had not previously been con
victed of the misdemeanor offense of
driving a motrrr vehicle in this State
while intoaicated, as charged in the
(idictmenilinformation), even if you
should find beyond a reasanable doubt

that he was the intoxicated driver of a
motor vehicle on the occasion in question
on theday of
,19&
Thetefore, if you Ond &om the evidence
that the Defendant has not previously
been convicted on the- day of
19-, in Cause Numb=styled the
3,
"The State of Tepas w,
of the misdemeanor offense of driving a
motor vehicle in this %ate while intoxk
cated, in the
Court of
County, Texas, as
alleged in the (idictmentlinfonatioa)
in this case, or if you have a reasonable
doubt thereof, you will acquit the De
fendant and say by your verdict "Not
Guilty of the felony offense charged in
the (info~tienlindichnent).

(1) We advocate a paid-in-full
attorney of your choice is
the defendant's best defense.
(2) We appreciate the local
attorney's support and encouragement.
For a name of a member in
your area, or to report bail
bond grievance, call
GERALD P. MONKS,
President
4189 Bellaire, No. 203
Houston, Texas 77025
7 131661-7400
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TEXAS CR IMINAL TRIAL MANUAL
by

Garland Wier
(Published and Distributed by TCDLAl
DESCRIPTION: 454 pages, 8'hxll. spiral bound

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Garland Wier, author of the Texas Criminal Trial Manual,
graduated k o m Somenrille Law School in Dallas (now defunct)
in 1937, and passed the Texas Bar the same year. After teaching
for this school for two years, he entered full-time general practice
in Grew Counhr, Texas, which continued until 1942 when he
enteredmi~itar~
service in WW II. During the war years and while overseas he served in numerous
duty assignments, receiving a General's Commendation for trial work as defense counsel during this
period. The commendation together with a somewhat more than modest track record as defense
counsel produced the nickname of "Loophole." Later, Mr. Wier returned to private practice via the
office of the Criminal District Attorney of Bexar County. Following a tour of duty as grand jury
assistant in the D.A.'s office, Mr. Wier returned to private practice, specializing in criminal law. He
is a charter member and former board member of TCDLA as well as being certified as a specialist
in criminal law by the Texas Board of Legal Specialization.
After one unsuccessful attempt a t book writing, Mr. Wier began to envision a criminal trial manual
covering at least a 'thousand points of law with supporting cases. He chose those topics which he
thought would best assist the busy lawyer, judge, and prosecutor. This Manual is fast. It is needed
in the criminal practice. It is briefcase size. It provides about eleven hundred answers, or points the
way to search. By dating the decisions in the table of cases, it immediately positions the reader.

Ifthis Manual answers one question, one time, for one reader, it will have served its purpose, and
contributed to our System of criminal justice.

COMMENTS FROM
PROMINENT CRIMINAL
DEFENSE LAWYERS

We have checked the Wier Trial Manual
carefully and in our opinion it is the
best practical work for trial purposes
that we have seen in many years.
I commend i t s use not only to the new
practitioner but to us who have been in
the ''snake pit" for many years.

The Criminal Trial Manual by Garland Wier
is extremely well organized and should be
of great assistance t o the'experienced
criminal law practitioner as well as the
young or part-time criminal law practitioner.

Its use will be reflected in the opinions
of the Court of Criminal Appeals in years
to come. Thanks for the opportunity
to check out this fine work,
WELQQN H O L M M B
Past President o f TCDLA
and Chairman o f C D. L.P.

PHIL BURLESON
Past President o f TCDLA

FOR MORE COMMENTS AND ORDER FORM TURN THE PAGE
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MoRECOMMENTSABOUT

TEXAS CRIMINAL TRIAL MANUAL
by

Garland Wier

It is readily apparent that Mr. Garland G.
Wier, an excellent, experienced and capable
criminal trial practitioner has expended
hours too numerous t o count in the preparation of this trial manual. I welcome the
opportunity t o recommend and endorse
Garland's publication of the Texas Criminal
Trial Manual which is now being printed,
sold and distributed by our Association.
This manual is well indexed both as t o subject matter and cases, and i t is easy t o
find the answer t o numerous subject
matters therein contained. The page margins permit ample room for continuous
updating.
The additional advantage of Garland's
trial manual over other publications is that
it is in one volume and easy t o use in the
office as well as in the courtroom. Every
person that participates in any capactiy
in the representation or trial of a criminal
case should have this excellent manual
available.

Has anyone ever told you i f you are t o be
a good attorney you must keep all the
pertinent points o f law on your fingertips?
Well this book does exactly that!!

CHARLES M. McDONALD
President-Elect o f TCDLA

GEORGE F. LUQUETTE
Past President of TCDLA

\
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Garland Wiers'
TEXAS CRIMINAL TRIAL MANUAL
Number o f Manuals ordered

-

COST: I f current member o f TCDLA-$35.00
plus
sales
tax o f $1.75 --TOTAL COST $36.75 each
Nonmember -- $40.00

plus sales tax o f $2.00 - T O T A L COST $42.00 each

Address
City

State

Zip

Iwish t o pay in the following manner:
1) I wish t o be billed

,
(signature)

2) Please charge on m y charge card:
Name o f charge card is: Master Charge
Name my account i s carried in
Account number

-

VISA

Expiration date on card
(signature)

3) Enclosed is m y check in the amount of
(Should you wish additional CRIMINAL TRIAL MANUALS for a gift please contact the TCDLA
Mail this order to: TCDLA, 314 West l l t h , Suite 315, Austin, TX 78701
office.)

Greut moments b~ courtroom history
should be shared. The VOICti will publish
excPrptr from courtroom transcripts
'whose.outrafeousness demand presentation. Submissiorrs should be sent to
Pamela Lancaster, Managing Editor,
VOICE for the Defense, 314 W . I l t h ,
Suite 211, Austin, TX 78701.

ALL THOSE YEARS OF PRACTICE
DOWN THE DRAIN
submitted b y Randy Schaeffer
Houston, Texas

WHERE DO YOU FIND THIS
OBJECTION IN WIGMORE?
submitted b y Randy Schaeffeer
Houston, Texas

Defense Counsel: Mr. Huggins, I believe we were trying to decide when it
was you frst met Ed Erwin and I guess
to start back on that for just a second,
which time were you telling the truth?
Was it today when you claimyou met Ed
Erwin in '73 or two years ago when you
claimed you met Ed Erwin the same day
you went to get the tractor?
Prosecutor: I object, Your Honor.
He testified he didn't remember when he
met him.
THE COURT: State your objection.
Prosecutor: It requires Mr. Huggins t o
admit to a lie.
THE COURT: Overruled.

Q. (By Defesne Counsel) Let me ask
you this: Did you try t o con your mother
out of things when you were a child?
A. I imagine I did.
Q. Did you get emotional about it?
A. I imagine I did.
Q. The truth is you have been conning
JUST ASKING FOR A SLIGHT
people since you were a child?
ADMISSION.. .
A. I ain't tried to just talk nobody
out of nothing and try to use my wife
submitted b y Randy Schaeffer
and children to get something out of
Houston, Texas
Voir Dire Questions by Defense
them. If I wanted something I would
Counsel:
just go out and take it.
Q. As 10% as we are at it, were You
Q. Do you think you areagood talker?
talking to Mr. Cryer out in the hall?
A. I don't know.
A. Yeah, I was talking t o whatever
Q. Do you think you are persuasive?
his name is in the hall.
A. It don't look like it.
Q. You know who Mr. Cryer is?
A. I do.
THE BELOVED DR. GRIGSON'S
Q. You know him from theprior trial?
Rx FOR DIS-EASE
A. 1 do now. 1 know he is the one that
submitted b y Richard C. Tenkins
Dallas, T e r m owned the tractor but I didn't know what
Q: Did you tell the defendant that, he was up here for.
Q. What did you d talk about?
at one *point,. that a lone-. term in the neniA. Mostly the lion.
tentiary would cure his uneasiness?
Q. The lion You kept chained t o the
A: No, it probably will, but I don't
gas meter in your back yard?
recall telling him that.
A. Yeah.
Q: Did you teU him anything subQ. Nothing about the tractor?
stantially like that?
A: I certainly could have, I don't
A. Only I said I wished the case was
recall doing it, sir.
over. I just told him I wished everything

was over.
Q. Why, are you getting tired of
having to sit up there and lie?
Prosecutor: Your Honor, 1 object.
THE COURT: Sustained.
A. (By Witness) I ain't lying anymore
than you are.
Defense Counsel: I will admit I am
lying if y ou will.
THE GIFT
reprinted from the Forum,
California Attorneys for Criminal Justice

The Court: I am very careful in these
cases.
Counsel: I understand.
The Court: I am more careful in these
cases than any other. The jury gets the
case purely from the evidence. I can be
so impeccably fair.
Counsel: I never questioned your fairness. I beg the indulgence of thecourt.
The Court: This is something you have
to be born with, a gift.
Counsel: I concede this.
The Court: I have that $ft. I t is a
tremendous gift and not many judges
have the tremendous "
eift t o fairness. It is
something that I have to admit, and I
admit it with a great deal of pride, but
with a great deal of humility, I have it.
I have an information, so to speak. It
is what has made me a good student in
Constitutional law. I suppose so. I t is
what made it possible for me to perhaps
pass the bar examination without an error
in the entire examination that I went
through.
I have that .gift of fairness. I also have
a gift of comprehensive thinking. I think
aU the way around every subject and get
its interrelated parts and put them together as I go piece by piece, step by step.
I have this, and I almost have the gift
of reading minds and the thoughts of
the individual.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
continued from page 8
The defense presented evidence that
the two young men had taken an unknown drug before committing the robberies in Carrollton last year. Tessmer
asked the jury t o probate their sentences
because the men "were not playing with
a full deck" when they committed the
robberies.

VOICE for theDefense/April1981

Scofield ordered Steenson and Senter
to spend 30 days in the Texas Department of Corrections in addition t o the
10-year probationary terms. He also
ordered they begin paying off their
$5,000 fines May 1 at a rate of $42.50
per month.

FWGERPRINTS, COURT TESTIMONY. Fingerprint examiner with
28 years experience in large police
department. Have testified in many
State and Federal courts. Can answer
any questions you have regarding
fingerprints. C d anytime. References.
Carl Day, 3722 Shady Hollow Lane,
Dallas 75233. 2141337-2919.
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